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Faculty debates; approves Diversity Requirement
by Rachel Winston
In a regularly scheduled meeting, the
faculty passed the Diversity Requirement
last Wednesday, by a narrow vote of 39-33.
The Requirement now states, "All students
will take one course that focuses on a
non-western culture or on peoples of
non-western origin who have become racial
or ethnic minorities in modem western
socities."
As is procedure for any curriculum
change, the faculty must vote at two different meetings, approving or rejecting each
motion twice before it is considered final.
Junior Beth Posner, Student Representative to the Faculty, says a change of the initial vote is unlikely. Says Posner, "Generally
votes are not reversed, however," she
stresses, "the [faculty] really do have to show
up for the next meeting on April 2y. Dean
Myers and Dean Tidmarsh also have votes.

Several faculty thought to support the
Diversity motion were not present at the
meeting in November where the Requirement, in an earlier form, was struck down bly
seven votes.
The announcement of the Requirement's
passage was made prior to the end of the
meeting to a group of 60-70 students lining
the walls of Taylor Hall. Most were members
of a lantern-light vigil that had gathered outside the meeting-room window to show
their support for the Requirement.
Junior Beth Fussell, Co-head of the Curriculum Committee, was pleased to hear the
results. Says Fussell, "I'm very surprised and
happy. We've worked hard on [the Requirement] for a very long time and the commitment has really paid off."
If confirmed at next month's meeting, the
Requirement will be effective starting with
the class of 1991. Next year's freshmen will

Parental divorce alters aid
by Katherine Dixon
The financial aid policy with regard to
divorced parents, said Financial Aid Director Jerry Berenson, "is that the financial aid
award be based on the financial situation of
both parents—that's natural parents, not
stepparents."
This policy has caused problems for some
students. Senior Angela Johnson's parents
divorced near the beginning of her junior
year. "All this time," she said, "my father
supported my mother and my mother paid
for college. When they split up, my father insisted that part of the settlement be that he
wouldn't support me in college.
"Unfortunately, my father makes $45,000
and my mother makes $18,000, so when
they looked at my financial aid situation, I
didn't get much.. . . The people in Financial
Aid have always been really nice, but they
never made any allowances for my situation .. . My father abused my whole family,
but they still expected him to pay.
"I think the policy is very narrow-minded,"
Johnson said, "and very conservative in that
it refuses to recognize any alternative forms

of the family at all."
"We make exceptions to the policy at
times," said Berenson. "Every situation is
different. There are situations where we
would not consider the reporting of one
parent's income. Instead, we might use one
parent and a stepparent if that seems to be
the family at that time. At times, we use one
income. But it's all done on an exception to
policy basis."
"It wasn't difficult for me financially," said
Junior Elizabeth Kushner; "it was difficult
logistically. Neither parent wanted to be the
main one, to sign the forms and all. [The
Financial Aid Office] never told me I needed
the Divorced Parent's Supplement until after
I'd submitted my application. Finally I
figured it out. The policy was definitely
designed for non-divorced families and
adapted very imperfectly for divorced ones."
Freshman Rachel Winston said that she
was not affected by the policy, but for many
of her high school friends, such policies
"really affected the choice of universities."
One friend's father "is paying nothing, so she
had to go to a state university. She could
(Continued on page 11)

have one less Divisional and no Readiness,
giving them three Divisionals, and a math,
language, laboratory, and Diversity requirement to fulfill.
The Curriculum Committee has determined that "most courses in the following
areas of study would fulfill the non-western
requirement: Asian studies(including India);
African studies; and Latin American
studies."
However, the Committee feels that "for
the purpose of this requirement, courses

BMC frosh makes it big
by Susan Brown
On March 15 Daria Maazel, a Bryn Mawr
freshwoman, opened at the American
Jewish Theatre in New York in Wendy
Kesselman's play, ILove You, ILove YouNot
Call it luck, call it destiny. The story of how a
young woman like Daria captured a lead role
in a New York production is nothing short of
amazing.
It began with auditions for the Bryn
Mawr-Haverford Theatre Program's upcoming production of Ms. Kesselman's My Sister
In This House. Ms. Kesselman, who was present at auditions, remembers seeing Daria's
audition and writing "Daisy", the name of the
character Daria is now playing in ILove You, I
Love You Mot, in capital letters across the top
of her audition form. "She seemed to me immediately like a wonderful Daisy," she said.
This is impressive considering the fact that
Ms. Kesselman had just returned from London auditions for her play.
Daria was cast in the role of Isabelle in My
. Sister In This House. Ms. Kesselman met with
the cast one night and spoke to them about
doing a staged reading of / Love You, I Love
You Hot She was doubtful whether anyone
would be able to portray the role of Nana, an
older female survivor of Auschwitz, and they
decided to try for a reading of My Sister In
This House instead. But one of the cast
members, who was very involved with Hell
Week, felt there would not be sufficient time
to prepare.
Then Erika Warmbrunn, another member

Students present papers on women's history
by JOdi Arneson
On Friday afternoon a small crowd of
deans and regular folks gathered in the
Dorothy Vernon room to hear the presentation of student research in different areas of
women's history. Ruth Curran '89 and Bethel

Saler '87 both spoke about American
women of the 1920s, and Natasha Gray '87
discussed a 1929 incident in Nigeria.
Ruth Curran spoke first, on "Margaret
Speer in China." Margaret Speer, BMC '22,
went to China in 1924 as part of an American

Natasha Gray, Bethel Saler and Ruth Curran gather strength before presenting their work
on women and history. Bethel Saler has been selected as a Marshall scholar and will be
going to New Zealand to study Maori women.
JODIARMESOM

should be identified by the Curriculum
Committee on a course-by-course basis."
According to Posner's research, via polls
and petitions, the majority of the student
population supports the Diversity Requirement However, as evidenced by the vote,
faculty remain divided on the issue.
At the November meeting, where an intermediate form of the Requirement was
defeated, several faculty members expressed concern over the wording of the docu(Continued on page" I1)

missionary movement which had started in
1886 and peaked in 1921, and it was in the
context of this movement that Curran considered Speer's experience.
The missionary movement had its roots in
evangelical fervor, of the flavor of preacher
Dwight Moody, whose "emotionally charged" sermons served to fire people up to go
spread the gospel. With many of the newer
"missionaries", however, including Margaret
Speer, the emphasis had changed. The
focus now was, as BMC Dean Hilda Worthington Smith expressed it, on an "alleviation of social ills," with the missionaries being "practical statesmen" for an "international morality." Converting the heathen as a
primary goal was "conspicuously absent."
Curran also emphasized the widespread
interest in the missionary movement during
the first quarter of the century: in Margaret
Speer's environment not only was China "on
everyone's minds", but so were the missionaries. Such things as missionary conferences were given extensive coverage in
the Bryn Mawr College News, and an
organization called the Student Volunteer
Movement facilitated the recruitment of
students already aware of and interested in
(Continued on page 4)

of the cast, asked Ms. Kesselman to let her
and Daria read a few pages of / Love You, I
Love You Not. She agreed and they did so,
and it went so well they didn't stop at a few
pages but read the whole thing. "Daria was
really unbelievable. . .[her reading] was
very profound. It was like seeing someone in
another state. I was very moved." Ms.
Kesselman said. The three women stayed up
very late that night, discussing the two plays
and the next night Daria and Erika did an
open reading of / Love You, I Love You Hot.
Those who attended said it was "just amaz(Continued on page 11)

Phi I ly rape case
appealed
by Laura tngel and Tania Kendrick
On October 18,1985 Steven Brooks and
Joseph Austin attacked and raped a seventeen year old woman who was coming out of
a movie theater. Last fall a jury found them
guilty of involuntary deviate sexual intercourse and a host of related crimes. (Brooks
had a prior record of sexual assault as well.)
Pennsylvania law mandates ten to twenty
years in jail for this type of aggravated
assault. Yet Judge John J. Posenna sentenced the defendants to six to twenty three
months in a work release program because
the girl did not suffer any "physical injuries"
in the attack.
The seventeen year old victim has not
emerged from the trauma unscarred. Following the rape she dropped out of high
school and started seeing a psychiatrist. Her ^
attackers are only in jail on nights and weekends and she runs the risk of meeting them
on the street at any time during the day. Her
rape is in and of itself a significant injury. In
addition, dropping out of high school as well
as her psychological trauma may limit her
for the rest of her life.
Assistant district attorney McGettigan of
the D.A.'s office's chUo sexual assault unit is
filing an appeal regarding this sentence.
The Swarthmore and Bryn Mawr womens
centers have set up letter writing tables in
order to insure that there is strong public
pressure to overrule Judge Posenna's decision. Swarthmore students and faculty wrote
over 150 letters last week. This week at Bryn
Mawr coffee hour students wrote just over
3d.
There are still many copies of the form letter in the womens center (which is located
upstairs in the campus center), interested
students can sign and address the letters to:
Administrative Judge Edward Blake
Court of Common Pleas
City Hall Rm. 658
Philadelphia, PA 19107
who will determine whether McGettigan's
(Continued on page 11)
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Soviet prof speaks out
In place of an editorial, cue have decided to nun the following. It is a response by
Margarita Dmitrieuna Zinouieua, a visiting professor from the Souiet Union, to a
talkgiuen by Dr. Rosalie Hoyt entitled "The Absurdity of Star Wars." That talk, as
ivell as a talk by Professor Zinouieua herself, are covered ebecuhere in this issue
ofThe News.
"All the arguments put forth today have been very convincing and worthy
of most serious consideration. As a Soviet citizen I totally support all the
arguments against Star Wars put forth in this lecture. It has been put forth that
the Soviet Union is afraid of Star Wars; I agree and I'd like to explain why.
The actualization of these weapons in space raises very serious technical
problems and the possibility that these mechanisms could get out of control.
We have the examples of the Challenger on the American side and Chernobyl
on the Soviet side. Technology can prove stronger than people, which is one
argument that is often discussed in the Soviet Union. There may be a situation in which the technology could fail (false signals, for example) and begin a
World War.
The second argument is that the implementation of these weapons calls
for a corresponding Soviet buildup and for a world buildup of such systems.
In the world in general there will be an enormous amount of nuclear weapons
and technology that will threaten the coming generation. But we Russians
object very much to the false position that is presented (especially by the
Reagan administration) that we would be the first to attack. It's not correct for
the United States to look on Russia as a potential enemy. It's a big historical
mistake.
If we represent a different system in this world it doesn't mean we are
enemies. 200 years ago when the U.S. was fighting for her own independence, England did recognize her status as an independent state. This
historical precedent will stand as a good example than one should recognize
the difference of other states. The pride of your system is freedom and that
should include the possibility of other systems.
As a mother and grandmother I awaken every morning and think with horror of the American missiles that are deployed in Western Europe and can
reach Moscow or Leningrad in only six minutes. In 1941 our country was
totally unprepared for the encounter with Fascist Germany. The Fascists
made their way to Moscow and 20 million people and many cities were
destroyed. Maybe this will help you Americans understand why we Soviets
have created a strong defense system.
But we also understand very, very well all the arguments Rosalie Hoyt has
put forth and the terrible threat of the extinction of the human race. For this
reason we're not about to put forth the first strike. We all want to live. We'd like
to work for mutual cooperation and we have one example in the
Apollo-Soyuz mission in 1975.
You mustn't approach Gorbachev's suggestions (especially possible
agreements on medium range missiles) as propaganda or his own wishes.
You have to look on it as the desire of the Soviet people. As a simple person,
as a mother and a grandmother, I'd like to see our children have better food,
better clothes, good medicine, to be able to travel without these mountains of
weapons. So we Russians are not aggressors; we just want to defend
ourselves, and we call on the United States to do the same.
The money (and minds) wasted on weapons both in the United States and
The Soviet Union is just lost money."
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Traditions
Hi and Welcome Back from Spring Break! Mow that we've all had a chance to rest, it's time
to start thinking about May Day. Yes folks, in just six (6) short weeks May Day will be here (incidentally, May Day is officially scheduled for Friday, May 1). By this time you should have all
received your May Day t-shirt and sweatshirt order forms. Remember: these shirts are not
found in stores anywhere... So. ACT FAST AND ORDER NOW before Midnight on Friday,
March 27th!! Don't miss this once in a lifetime chance. BUT WAIT!... If you are among the
first 100 to order, you will also receive a personalized set of Ginsu knives FREE! BUT WAIT!
(Just kidding!) Proceeds from shirt orders go towards paying for all the wonderful things we
have on May Day.
All those interested in heading or being on a May Day committee (or just helping out in
general) keep a lookout for posters announcing dates for organizational meetings. Meetings
will begin within the next few days. WE REALLY NEED PEOPLE TO HELP OUT! If you have
ANY interest in May Day whatsoever PLEASE come and help out. It really can be both fun
and rewarding. (Remember: the more people working on things the lighter the load will be so
try persuading lots of your friends as well!)
We hope to see all of you at the meetings!!
Traditionally yours
Melissa Lindholm
BoxC-731
x5086

Alicia Rudie
Box C-783
x5085

On Our Honor: The Code
Honor Board
This week's words of Honor Code wisdom
concern some terrific points that were
brought up at last week's candidates' forum.
Among the eleven Honor Board Representative candidates, only four will be elected.
Each had a unique perspective and interpretation of some of the key components of
the Code and the importance of incorporating it into one's day-to-day life at Bryn
Mawr.
First of all, if the word Code seems rigid to
you, or you're already a person overflowing
with courtesy and integrity and don't need
some sheets of paper dictating how you conduct yourself—relax.
The ethic behind the hard copy of the
Code is one which most people find basic;
cheating is bad and living with other people
requires certain restrictions on individual
behavior. The consolidated set of these
community ideals and the procedures for
dealing with uncondoned action are taken
care of in the Honor Code.
Secondly, the whole code—both social
and academic, carries through the entire
year. The benefits of self-scheduled exams
are especially appreciated at finals, but don't
forget how nice it is to be confident that quiet
hours will be respected and you will be
trusted to complete your take-home quiz in
the peace of your own room.
Of course, there are breeches in community trust through academic violations,
but we need to continually commit

Mk,«rc y»n ft
letW«n ?

ourselves to the truth that for the community, and individuals in it, the Honor Code
works.
Thirdly, communicating one's ideas or
problems to others is wonderful, but at least
half of successful communication happens
during listening. Confrontation can be considered a mutual exchange of values—that
means listening and understanding another
person's perspective as valid without judging it as good or bad.
Hopefully, none of these points sounds
new to anyone, they are all very basic to the
purpose of the Honor Code at Bryn Mawr.
If you have any questions or comments,
check out the Comment Board on the
bulletin board opposite the mailroom.
Board members are always available to
discuss Code concerns. The 1987-1988
Board will be posted in the dorms soon after
the elections are completed.
Mildred Dresselhaus, one of the bestknown women physicists in this country, will
be giving an informal presentation on
women in science this Thursday at 7:15 p.m.
in the Physics Lecture Hall. Professor
Dresselhaus, who is currently working at
MIT and is the vice-president of the
American Physical Society, has a long-standing commitment to promoting the role of
women in American science, and to the
teaching of science policy. This event should
be of interest to both scientists and nonscientists.
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Alum discusses dance
by Julie Ten Eyck
Ann Albright, a Bryn Mawr alumna, will
give a lecture/demonstration on the subject
of feminist criticism and women in dance
entitled "Feminist Criticism and the Dancing Body." Albright graduate from Bryn
Mawr in 1981 with a degree in philosophy.
While here, she took dance composition
classes and began dancing. She went on to
receive an MFA in choreography from Temple University. While there she began writing
about dance, reading feminist criticism, and
thinking about how dance might be connected to feminist thought and theory.

Much Ado
praised
by Susan Crutchfield
The performance of Shakespeare's Mitch
Ado About Nothing by The Acting Company
last Tuesday night in Goodhart auditorium
was certainly a show that should not have
been missed.
This version of the play, directed by
Gerald Guterriez, was set in Cuba in the mid1930s. Why Cuba? Why the mid-1930s? In
1933 in Cuba, military action was taken to
oust a dictator by the name of General Gerardo Machado. Yes, M-a-c-h-a-d-o: the pronunciation may be Spanish, but the spelling is
too close to that of "Much Ado" to be a coincidence. One can then compare Don John,
the villian of the play (he wore a black eye
patch), to Dictator/General Machado. In light
of this, the Cuban version of Shakespeare's
play takes on a whole new significance.
Aside from the historical correlations between the play and its setting, putting the
play in 1930s Cuba was a stroke of entertainment genius. The set was simple but versatile with one main platform the length of
the back of the stage and cream-colored
columns suggesting a terrace or balcony.
Exotic plants and bright pastel lighting provided a hot Caribbean-paradise atmosphere.
Music was used freely throughout the play
—a sweeping chord here and there at opportune (and often corny) moments. The audience was also treated to a roaring tango in
the masked ball scene. And the men took
time out from what was a fishing expedition
to sing a jazzed up and highly harmonized
rendition of the song "Sigh no more. .."—
Claudio accompanied on the guitar.
All the performances were excellent.
Philip Goodwin was stunning as Benedick.
The character came off as an ambiguous
mix of Jimmy Stewart and Cary Grant: loud
and boisterous, often flustered, but always
likeable. Alison Stair Neet played an intriguing Beatrice, delivering both comedic
and tragic passages with equal finesse. Joel
Miller as Dogberry handled his garbled lines
with comedic know-how. Matt Bradford Sullivan and Craig Bryant as the no-gooders
Borachio and Conrade were especially
entertaining with their "Miami Vice"-1 ike
swaggers and 5-o'clock shadows.
Fine ensemble acting and individual performances provided a great evening of allout entertainment: dancing, singing, and
jokes. Never mind the underlying seriousness of the play: Hero is shamed almost to
death; Beatrice wants Benedict to kill
Claudio; and at the end of the play the villain
Don John is returning to the island with
armed men. The play is hilarious despite its
suspended violence. Above all, the production was entertaining.
What the Acting Company claims on the
back of their moving truck—"We bad. We
nationwide."—is certainly true.

She is now a doctoral candidate in performance studies at the Tisch School of the
Arts. She is using feminist theory to address
the question of women in the performing
arts, specifically how dance represents
womens' bodies. Her dissertation focuses on
constructing a feminist criticism for dance.
She uses the tools and strategies that feminist theory has developed for film, theatre,
and literature to examine and criticize
stereotypes of women in dance. She addresses such questions as how dance forms
and uses women, the effects of dance training, and what the traditional use of the
mirror, or the absence of its use, means. She
feels that some contemporary dance does
break out of the traditional stereotypical portrayal of women often still seen in film. She
will show videos during her lecture, providing examples of stereotypical images of
women and those examples she feels have
gone beyond this kind of representation.
Albright now writes articles for the theatre
publication Drama Reuiew, for the dance
journal Contact Quarterly, and for Journal of
Feminist Theory on subjects relating to
women and performance. She teaches a
course at NYU called, "From the Vanishing
Point: Perception in the Performing Arts,"
and is planning a spring dance concert of her
own choreography. She feels that she brings
a unique point of view to her work as both a
scholar and someone who creates dances.
Albright will speak on Wednesday, April
15, at 4:30 p.m. in Pembroke dance studio.
She stresses that her presentation will be
visual, including videos and dance demonstration.

As part of a series of dance events featuring Bryn Mawr alums, Rebecca Kelly '73 will
teach a master modern class on Saturday, April 11 at 11 am in Pern Arch Studio.

Chinese women's lives explored
by Eun Min

Bryn Mawr student struggles mightily to
subdue potted palm during the load-in of
Much Ado About Nothing.
JOOMRNESON

Casselber ry- Dupree
to perform
Casselberry-Dupree will be performing
on Saturday, March 28th in Thomas Great
Hall for Nuclear Awareness Week. The band
consists of Casselber ry and DuPree on guitar
and vocals, Toshi Reagon (who has played at
Swarthmore and, last year, at Haverford) on
bass and Annette Aguilar on congos. The
band plays a unique and funky mix of soul,
gospel, reggae, and African diaspora; they
have played at Sisterfire and the Michigan
Women's Music Festival in the past two
years. The concert will be sponsored by,
among other groups, the Sisterhood, the
Alternative Concert Series, Bryn Mawr's
Women's Center, Swarthmore's Gay and
Lesbian Union and Swarthmore
Afro-American Students. It will be free to
the tri-college community. Be sure not to
miss one of the most exciting events of the
semester!

"Chinese Women of America,
18341982," an exhibition of photographs
originally organized by The Chinese Culture
Center of San Francisco, was presented at
The Bakh Institute for Ethnic studies in
Philadelphia this month, with supplements
of traditional clothing, documents, and artifacts from the local Chinese community.
The exhibition was a recognition that few
historians focus on the contributions of
women and ethnic minorities in America,
and was an attempt to fill the void of the yet
"untold story of Chinese American women,
tracing the historical and cultural forces that
shaped their lives." It was divided into four
parts: I. Pioneering Women (1834-1900); II.
Years of Struggle (1900-1945); III. In the
Mainstream (1945-1965); and IV. Today
(1965-1982).
Part I, Pioneering Women (1834-1900),
delineated the historical background of the
Chinese women's entry into America. China
was in turmoil in the mid-19th century, suffering from internal strife and foreign encroachment. Thus, many of the povertystricken, especially men in the southern provinces, opted to emigrate for better chances
of livelihood, and America, the "Gold Mountain," was prominent among the destinations. The immigrants, however, were only
tolerated in the U.S. as long as labor was
needed and were discouraged from starting
families. Also, Confucian tradition compelled wives to stay home to serve in-laws and
raise children.
The first women to come were those few
who defied tradition: the first recorded
arrival was Afong May, who arrived at New
York in 1834 as an exotic exhibit in a traveling show. The male-female ratio was
therefore unbalanced for a long time: in
1850, there were only 7 women in San Francisco, as opposed to 4,018 men. Furthermore, the recession in the 1870's, which was
blamed on the immigrants and created the

1882 Chinese Exclusion Act to stop immigration, forced 1,163 women to return to
China because of racial violence during the
next decade, whereas only 97 more came.
Chinese women in rural areas were given
generic names such as "China Mary" or
"China Annie" by neighbors who regarded
them as curiosities. There was a rather
marvelous commentary on a photograph of
a beautiful woman: it entitled her "China Annie," a slave/prostitute in Idaho City, and recounted her adventures. She escaped to
marry her lover and her owner "charged her
with grand larceny for stealing herself." The
case was ultimately dismissed by the judge
and China Annie was allowed to return to her
husband.
Part II, Years of Struggle (1900-1945),
showed many pictures of women struggling
through hard years. Anti-Chinese sentiments were strong at this time and the few
immigrant women who reached the Gold
Mountain found its fabled prosperity an illusion, especially with the Great Depression. A
greater sense of independence and social involvement in the community, however, added to the women's ability to survive.
in 1922, the Cable Act caused Chinese
American women to lose their American
citizenship when they married Chinese
citizens, but with the efforts of the Chinese
American Citizens Alliance, an amendment
was passed in 1931.
During these years, some secret
Chinatown societies imported women from
poverty-stricken parents who sold their
daughters as Mui Jai (bonded servants) or
brides to Gold Mountainmen. Prostitutes
were especially abused, physically and
psychologically: there was an astonishing
picture of an aging woman behind a "crib" or
a small cubicle, from which prostitutes,
when no longer young and attractive, would
"hawk their trade for as little as 25 cents."
Second generation Chinese American
women during this period were Americaniz(Continued on page 8)
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Student ponders reaction to Howard Beach incident
by Elisabeth Kushner
On the night of [December 19,1986, three
black men stopped at a pizza parlor in
Howard Beach, a mostly white community
at the edge of Queens, New York; they were
looking for a phone to call for help because
their car had broken down. Several white
men gathered outside the pizza parlor,
chased the three men, yelling racial epithets,
and beat them. One of the men ran onto a
highway to escape them and was killed by a
car.
My father lives in Woodside, which is in
another part of Queens. From the time I
came home for winter break and opened the
paper to the day I returned to Bryn Mawr I
saw headlines and newspaper stories about
the Howard Beach incident, heard about it
on the radio and on the television news, and
listened to my family and friends discuss it.
My own emotions about it changed from
anger and horror at the incident itself, to
realization that as a white woman I am implicated in it by being part of the system which
produced it, to frustration at the reporting of
developments in the court case which followed, and at the publicized reactions of
Howard Beach residents to the incident, as
well as the reactions of people I knew.
My frustration came from the awareness
that all these reactions to the Howard Beach
incident shied away from the implications of
one fact: A man was killed because he was
black, in 1986, in the city where we all lived.
The mob which brutalized him and two
others felt they had a perfect right to their
racist hatred and violence.
If you are white and such a blatant act of
racism occurs in your community (be it geographical, political, or any other group with
whom you identify), you have two choices:
you can take the incident as a sign that the
racism within that community must recog-

nized and changed, and that you must help
change it if you are not to be part of it, or you
can deny any responsibility for it, either by
denying your membership in the community or by denying that the racism is real.
I read with interest, and then with anger,
interviews with other residents of Howard
Beach. Most of the pople quoted seemed to
feel that the murder was, at worst, unfortunate but not as bad as as everyone was making it out to be. "We're not racist," said one
man, "we just don't want to get robbed." The
overwhelming reaction was not realization
that the incident meant anything was wrong,
or even sorrow at a needless death, butanger
at the press and the public for calling them
racist, when they were "just trying to protect
themselves." There was hardly any acknowledgement of racism by Howard Beach residents; instead, there was complete and chilling blindness to any guilt, on the part of the
mob members or the town as a whole.
But Howard Beach residents were not
alone in minimizing the implications of the
incident; the news media participated as
well. Other racially motivated murders,
most notably that of Eleanor Bumpurs, had
not even been recognized as such by the
white news media. But the motivation for the
Howard Beach murder was obviously racist;
there was no other explanation. Mews reports at first emphasized the isolation of the
Howard Beach neighborhood, its place at
the end of a long subway line, and its unusually insular nature.
Howard Beach is unusually isolated, but is
not unique. It is not racist because it is isolated; its isolation and homogeneity are the
results of the racism which exists elsewhere
as well. Many of the white Manhattanites
who clucked at those ignorant Howard
Beach residents live in segregated, gentrified areas themselves, and would view with

suspicion an unfamiliar black visitor to their
apartment building.
The description of Howard Beach as
uniquely isolated helped to remove it from
the collective conscience; in addition,
several developments in the case were reported upon extensively, often in such a way
as to throw doubt on the original charge. The
demand for a special prosecutor was presented as an unnecessary complication,
when it was legitimate given the nature of
the crime. The killing of a young white man
a few days later by several blacks who shouted "Howard Beach" was sensationalized, ignoring the reality that a murder in the name
of revenge does not lessen the original
murder, or its cause. One of the leaders of
the white mob had a black girlfriend; this
fact was noted repeatedly, implying that it
threw doubt upon his racist motivation. In
fact, it was irrelevant; whether or not his girlfriend is black, someone who participates in
mob violence agains three men because
they are black commits a racist act. If one of
the men dies as a result, he has also committed murder.
Many Mew Yorkers also preferred to ignore the meaning of Howard Beach. On one
radio call-in show I heard caller after caller
raging and demanding "how come no one
ever makes a fuss about racism against
whites in Mew York?! Most people just didn't
want to talk about it at all.
These reactions, as much as did the incident itself, show that racism is alive and well
in Mew York and elsewhere. There is black
anger at whites, and it does sometimes lead
to violence. But the causes of this anger are
different from the causes of white racism,
which has its roots in the conviction of white
superiority. It is absurd to suggest that the
two are equal, that the violence of the oppressor is the same as the violence of the op-

pressed. It is racist to use that argument to
justify one's own underlying prejudices and
feelings of superiority.
Many white New Yorkers did not dissociate themselves from Howard Beach, but
took the opportunity to examine the assumptions about race relations in New York,
and much of the media coverage did call attention to the overall racism underlying the
incident. Some action is being taken in the
wake of Howard Beach: there is talk of instituting anti-racism workshops as part of
the city public school curriculum, and at
least one multi-racial group, the New York
City Coalition Against Racism, has been
formed. But these measures alone will not
be effective; Howard Beach shows us that
racism must first be recognized to be fought.
Too often, this winter in New York, that first
step was not taken.

Dr. Manning
remembered

Saler and Gray give women's history papers
(Continued from page I)
being missionaries.
Bethel Saler's talk, entitled "The Evolution of a 'Feminine' Profession: The Professionalization of Social Work," dealt with the
period after 1920, a time when economic independence was seen as the way to women's
emancipation, just as the vote had been seen
by the previous generation, a time which was
characterized by a sudden absence of any

important feminist movement, an influx of
women into social work, and a decline of
women in traditionally masculine professions. Social work, similar to missionary
work, was seen as an ideal arena for the "inherent self-sacrificing natures" of women.
As women in social work began feeling the
need for more professional training and a
desire to reconsider social work's "semiprofessional" status, men were recruited to

Women's History Happenings
by Jennifer Schultens
Bryn Mawr College has been celebrating
women's history month for ten days now and
there is more to come. Mary Poovey, Vinie
Burrows and Leslie Pierce will be sharing
their expertise with us.
On Thursday, March 26 at 4:00 p.m. in
Goodhart Common Room Mary Poovey, a
professor of English at Rutgers University,
will give a lecture entitled "'Covered but not
Bound': Caroline Morton and the 1857 Matrimonial Causes Act." Mary Poovey has previously taught at Yale University and at
Swarthmore College. Juniors and seniors
may recall the "Women's Labor" course she
taught at Bryn Mawr two years ago. She has
also published a book with the title: Proper
Lady and Woman Writer, and is currently
completing her second book: Uneven Development; the Ideologic Work of Gender. Her
lecture will focus on the passage of the first
divorce law. the 1857 Matrimonial Causes
Act, which resulted mainly from the efforts
of one woman, Caroline Morton, and which
portrays Caroline Morton's toilsome struggle with the legal system and also her
success in influencing parliamentary proceedings.
Also on Thursday. March 26 at 8:00 p.m.
in the main lounge of the Campus Center
Vinie Burrows, a folklorist and activist, will
perform "A Salute to Women in Struggle in
South Africa." Vinie Burrows, who graduated from MYU with a prelaw degree, has trav-

elled around the world. She was actively involved in the 1980 UM Women's Conference
in Copenhagen. She also has been an official
observer for the UN. She has performed her
one-woman shows in many parts of the United States and also in Vietnam, Denmark,
Sweden,... In 1985 she performed "A Theatrical Walk through Black History" at
Gwynedd Mercy College. A lot of her work
has been on women in the United States, but
her main interest is in a crosscultural perspective on women's struggle. "A Salute to
Women in Struggle in South Africa" was inspired by her trip to South Africa, most notably by her meeting with Winnie Mandela.
Leslie Pierce will lecture on "The Ottoman
Harem: Treasury of Power" on Friday, March
27, at 4:30 p.m. in Goodhart Common
Room. Leslie Pierce is presently completing
her doctoral dissertation at Princeton University. She has just returned from Turkey,
where she spent a year with her Turkish husband. In Turkey she had the unique privilege
of accessing the royal archives and being the
first to study many important unpublished
historical documents. Her lecture will address women's influence and power in
decision-making, especially in those cases
in which the emperor happend to be a 10 or
11 year old boy. She will focus on four influential women.
Come celebrate women's studies in
women's history month at these inspiring
lectures and peformances!!

the field, a difficult task considering the low
status and low pay which marked all
women's professions. But this proved next to
worthless for women social workers, as men
occupied administrative, policy-making
positions and women continued to be the
"footsoldiers".
Natasha Gray spoke about a rebellion in
Nigeria of Igbo women against British colonial rule, an uprising which took place during November and December of 1929. The
Igbo refer to it as the "Women's War"; the
British call it the "Aba Rebellion." It came
when the British, in the interest of thorough
taxation, were counting the members of the
Igbo population and tallying their property.
This the Igbo found a particularly offensive
act, counting being something a person
does to possessions, not to other people, and
believing as well that being counted in itself
could be harmful.
The local women's organizations, strong
participants in tribal life and social control,
staged large-scale demonstrations against
the British tactics. During the demonstration, unable to stop the advancing women
with threats, British troops fired into the
crowd with arms including a machine gun,
killing approximately fifty women over the
course of the month.
Gray found particularly interesting the
British reactions to the incident; written
analysis repeatedly referred to the women as
"frenzied" and "hysterical", denying that
their frightening power came from any
legitimate source. British commentators
also tended largely to assume that men had
masterminded the rebellion, despite its exclusively female composition. The religious
aspects of the rebellion were also important:
the women believed that they were guided
and protected by the "oversoul" of
womenhood, and even the Christians
among them found in this the strength to
face the menacing British soldiers. Gray
credited the study of African history with
challenging all-too-often unexamined ideas
of femininity and separation of private and
public spheres.

Helen Taf t Manning appeared in the role of
Queen Bee in numerous faculty shows,
singing
"I'm a bee,
I'm a ravishing, rollicking young
queen bee,
That's me!" (—E.B. White)
Courtesy BMC Archives

by Lillian Daniel
Former dean and chairperson of the Bryn
Mawr history department Dr. Helen Taft
Manning died Feb. 21. Dr. Manning, the last
survivinig child of former President of the
United States William Howard Taft, died of
pneumonia in a Bryn Mawr nursing home.
Dr. Manning was born in Cincinnati. She
began her undergraduate work at Bryn Mawr
in 1908. She left the college after her sophomore year to join her family and serve as
White House hostess.
She returned to Bryn Mawr, graduating in
1915 and then going on to get her master's
degree at the college. She earned a doctorate in history at Yale University in 1925
and again returned to Bryn Mawr as a dean
and professor of history.
In 1941, Dr. Manning stepped down as
dean in order to devote more time to
teaching, research and writing. Dr. Manning
was an authority in the fields of American.
Canadian and British colonial history. She
served for a time as acting president of the
college and retired as chairperson of the
history department in 1957.
Dr. Manning published her first book,
British Colonial Government After the
American Revolution, in the 1930s. She went
on to write other books, among them The
Revolt of the French Canadians, which was
published in 1962. She also contributed to
many academic journals throughout her
career.
Dr. Manning is survived by two daughters
in the area, Helen Hunter of Villanova and
Caroline Cunningham of Havertord, seven
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
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Native-American writer Chrystos has powerful impact
by Joanna Muench
A most remarkable woman visited the
Bryn Mawr campus Feb. 27 thru March 2.
Chrystos, a Native American lesbian poet,
was brought to campus by the Women's
Center at the urging of Denise Tuggle who
had met Chrystos at a conference last summer. During her visit Chrystos gave a poetry
reading, sponsored two workshops, and had
dinner with students.
The first event of her visit was a poetry
reading on Thursday night. The poems
came mostly from a collection Chrystos
hopes to have published in the fall, and
ranged from love poems to angry attacks on
the federal government's treatment of
Native Americans.
One of Chrystos' most poignant pieces
was a set of fine poems to Eli, a four-year-old
boy beaten to death by his father while his
mother looked on. Chrystos had been deeply moved by the story she had read in the
newspaper, and in the poems explored the
full tragedy of the situation. She look at it not
only from the point of view of the child, but
also the parent, speaking of the helplessness
and shame the mother must feel, and the
pain the father must have felt to destroy his

only son. She portrayed the father not as an
evil man, but as caught in a web of economic
and social pressures.
Chrystos recognized the complexity of
adult/child relationships, and spoke of her
own frustrations in finding herself unable to
cope with the son of her lover. Although the
incident was ripe for a purely sentimental
treatment, Chrystos avoided this trap and
kept her focus on the relationship of the
situation to her own experiences, and the
structure of society.
The poetry reading as a whole reflected
Chrystos' amazing ability to keep to the
realities of this world. In spite of the weightiness of many of the issues her poems raised,
Chrystos neither intellectualized nor sentimentalized. And although the tone of the
evening was by no means upbeat, she did
not express an air of despair either. Chrystos
closed with one of her poems from This
Bridge Called My Back, "Ceremony for Completing a Poetry Reading" which brought the
reading to a close, but not the issues she had
raised.
On Sunday afternoon Chrystos presented
a fascinating workshop on Spirituality and
Creativity. She focused her presentation on
writing, which is her main method of creativ-

ity, and made clear the applicability of her
writing experience to other forms of art.
Chrystos also offered many bits of advice on
matters such as what to do with rejection
slips (she throws them away, although a
friend of hers uses them as toilet paper) and
how to make your work public. Her advice
on dealing with writer's block was especially
encouraging. Most of all, Chrystos stressed'
the importance of keeping a journal, and valuing yourself and your experiences enough
to spend time writing and feeling.
The final event in her four day visit was a
workshop on anti-racism on Monday night
This emotionally charged issue drew nearly
forty people, including an entire freshman
English class. Chrystos started out the evening by stating quite firmly that everyone is
racist. Racism, she pointed out, affects every
aspect of our lives. White people do not need
to notice the racism around them, such as
the fact that the areas of Philadelphia most
heavily populated by black people are also
those the most difficult to access by public
transportation. But people of color do not
have the option of ignoring these facts. One
suggestion she offered white women seeking to confront racism is to begin looking for

Former physics prof attacks "absurdity" of SDI
by Angela Johnson
Dr. Rosalie Hoyt, former chairman of the
Bryn Mawr College Physics Department and
professor here for 34 years, spoke last Saturday about the "absurdity" of SDI—the
Strategic Defense Initiative, popularly called
Star Wars.
Dr. Hoyt opened the workshop by saying
"Star Wars, I think, is an absurd program ... to think you can protect some
percentage of the population—20%,
50%—is absurd." She then went on to explain that SDI "would be better named an updated ABM system," or anti-ballistic missile
system.
SDI, like the ABM system before it, is
designed to shoot down missiles carrying
nuclear warheads before they are able to
reach their destination. Dr. Hoyt pointed out
many problems with this notion: First and
foremost, the missiles SDI is designed to
destroy are only one of many means of conveying warheads. It is useless against cruise
missiles and offshore submarines, to name a
few.
A further problem is the system's inability
to stop all of the missiles which the Soviet
Union possesses. Dr. Hoyt calculated that if
9000 warheads were fired at once on the U.S.
and SDI functioned at an optimal level, at least
250 would still enter their terminal phase. In
the terminal phase there is no defense
against the warheads except a ground-based
"point defense." This is where the idea of
protecting only some percentage of the
population enters: what areas would be
given a point defense system? The incredible answer seems to be that missile sites
would be protected (to allow for retaliation,
presumably) rather than populous areas.
In addition to these problems with the
mere concept of SDI, Dr. Hoyt pointed out
major technical problems with implementing it. Maintaining a satellite "battlestation"
within range of Russia's missile sites at all
times requires a large number of redundant
battlestations in a close and fast orbit, so that
one is always in the right range.
Alternatively, one battlestation could be
placed in a geosynchronous orbit, which
would have to be at a greater distance from
the earth and thus would be less powerful. If
enemy missiles are to be destroyed by intense electromagnetic waves produced by a
laser, huge mirrors on the satellites arV required to direct these beams; the size and
delicacy of these mirrors makes them
susceptible to attack.
Finally, whatever the chosen means of
destruction, the energy needed to power a

battlestation is staggering.
Dr. Hoyt claims that the biggest technical
problem with SDI is not the hardware but the
software: the millions of lines of computer
code necessary for "tracking, aiming, firing
and changing targets." This code can never
be tested before an actual attack, and as any
programmer can tell you, this means it is
guaranteed to be faulty. Dr. Hoyt described
programmers who quit working on SDI
because they felt it was immoral to continue
to work on something that they knew would
fail.
So if SDI is guaranteed to fail to protect
the people of the United States from destruction in a nuclear war, and if even the scientists who are working on it believe it will fail
to function at all, Dr. Hoyt asked, why are
scientists still asking for money for it and
why is Congress still giving it to them?
"Whether or not SDI can ever serve its
stated purpose of knocking out incoming
ICBMs [Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles],
many of the same techniques will have direct
application to offensive land, sea and air warfare, both conventional and nuclear." While
SDI is a very ineffective defense system, it
has great potential as a means of destroying

non-U.S. satellites, for example. Further, it
increases the pressure on the Soviet Union
to have a still more effective first-strike
system, one capable of evading the SDI
system. So even if SDI doesn't "work" in the
way that it was originally intended, it is
already serving to escalate the arms race (in
blatant contradiction to its purportedly
peaceful and non-threatening intent).
Dr. Hoyt concluded the workshop with a
plea for the citizens of the United States to
demonstrate that this issue is of importance
to us. She also spoke of the effectiveness of
"space bridges": ties via communications
satellites between American and Soviet audiences, where we can all share our worries
and concerns as people, rather than as
"other." She said that the Russian people express one thing over and over: "why wouldn't
Reagan join with us in that test
moratorium?"
Further activities during the Educational Symposium on Nudear Weapons are listed in
Dates Women Make. In early April, the Action
for Nuclear Awareness is sponsoring a trip to
Washington, D.C. to participate in "United
Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War" 's annual
lobby day

racism, and to become more aware of our
surroundings.
Chrystos, and many other women in the
room, told of their own experiences with
racism. The incidents ranged from annoying
encounters with waiters who ask the one
white member of the party for the order, to
friends being shot in the back while leaving a
bar—shot for the simple reason that they
were Native Americans.
One emotion which came across more
and more clearly as the evening progressed
was a feeling of weariness, on the part of
women of color. They felt tired of having to
cope with racism all the time, and many
women also brought up the frustration they
felt in doing political work with white
women, no matter how well-meaning. In particular they felt tired of trying to teach white
women about racism, and Chrystos made
clear that it is not the duty of women of color
to educate white women. If white women
want to confront racism they must do it
themselves, and team on their own. Plenty of
books, some of them quite good, have been
written, and the story that the public transportation system of Philadelphia tells is out
for all of us to read.
As the evening progressed the anger of
the women of color grew more visible.
Chrystos spoke quite bitterly of the pain in
her life, and the deaths she had witnessed.
This bitterness, she pointed out, can not be
cured through the working of past experiences, for she must deal with racism twenty
four hours a day. She spoke also the frustration of not being able to trust her white
friends, an anger she also expresses in her
essay "I Don't Understand Those Who Have
Turned Away From Me" in This Bridge Called
My Back
At the end of the workshop the feelings of
the participants varied drastically. Several
women felt relief at being able to express
their anger, and hearing other's express
anger. Unfortunately many women felt
alienated and uncertain at how to cope with
the anger and bitterness they had heard. I
don't think that any white women felt comfortable at the workshop, but we shouldn't
have felt comfortable. I simply hope that
everyone present, especially the white
women, thought about this discomfort, and
what to do with the anger.
Between the several parts of her visit nearly one hundred women heard Chrystos
speak. Reactions were mixed, but no one felt
unmoved by her power and vision. Such a
dynamic woman has left her mark on Bryn
Mawr College as we continue to think about
the words she left us.

Soviet woman discusses culture, education
by Kathleen Smith
Recently, our community was given a unique opportunity to see Soviet life through
the eyes of a woman who was raised and continues to live in the Soviet Union, and to see
American life from the perspective of a
Soviet citizen.
Margarita Dmitrievna Zinovieve is one of
only two Soviet professors currently in the
United States, and Thursday evening, March
19, she met with students from Haverford
and Bryn Mawr to share her experiences and
opinions on a variety of topics, including the
role and status of women in modern Soviet
and American society.
The dream of all Soviet parents, according to Margarita Dmitrievna, is higher
education for their children, and
government-provided education makes this
possible.
The increased education levels and
freedom of women in the USSR has,
however, (as in the US) created new complications. The crisis now facing the Soviet
family is partially attributable to this
freedom. Many Soviet women do not want
to have large families, despite government
aid through nursery care an special work

schedules. Women must often choose between the desire for independence, education and travel and the desire to raise a family. Margarita ventures that this might be the
biggest moral dilemma in Soviet society.
Moreover, she commented, part of the
problem is that the spiritual potential of men
is lagging behind that of women, and
"smart" women do not want to be with "notso-smart" men. Despite the higher "spiritul
potential" of women, Margarita Dmitrievna
admitted that most of the high places in
Soviet cultural life are occupied by men.
Women in the USSR are not restricted as
to choice of profession, but, as in the US,
they are more likely to occupy certain fields
than others, for instance, medicine or
teaching. Margarita Dmitrievna considers it
a pity that so few men choose to teach small
children.
What would she like to see the Soviet
government do differently? She would like
the government to work towards better
quality of consumer goods, along with a
larger selection of goods. She would also
like the ruble to be made exchangeable
which would, in part, allow for freer international travel.
Throughout the discussion she stressed
that, although politics exists, everyday life is

the same under any system. She was particular impressed and explained in a very
touching way how similar the young people
she has encountered in America are to her
own 22 year-old daughter. They are concerned with the same things—fashions,
love, the future, etc.
She concluded with a comment about
stereotypes, as she was asked how Soviets
view Americans. There are two major influences: she mentioned that Soviets grow
up with a good knowledge of American
literature, from Jack London to 7he Wizard
of OZ but that they are of course also
presented with the stereotypes of America
as an imperialistic, militaristic people who
are struggling in an atmosphere of social
conflict and the threat of unemployment.
When she returns to the USSR, Margarita
Dmitrievna will not say that she did not see
homeless people and other manifestations
of social problems, but she will try to paint
an accurate picture of life here, as she tried
(and succeeded)Thursday evening to give us
a better view of life in the Soviet Union.
Margarita Dmitrievna will speak again in
about 3 weeks. She will be giving a presentation (with slides) on Russian art of the 19th
and 20th centuries—an area in which she
specializes.
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Exploring race and class within the feminis
One white woman offers perspective on racism
by Tanya Sharon
The title of the conference was obviously
conducive to addressing the issue of racism:
"Contemporary Perspectives on Feminism:
Women, Race, and Class." Unsurprisingly,
the tone and content of the discussion was
affected by the predominance of white par-

women must claim our differences and celebrate them, reclaim our heritages, and thus
use them as a source of strength. Butler
terms this confronting our mud mothers'—
the primal archetypes of women in each
culture. To confront racism means a willingness to confront one's Self and one's cultural
heritage; to accept differences (in Butler's
conception, to create a matrix, not a hierar-

We will not connect on a universal level until we
realize that feminists come in all different shapes,
colors and sizes, and that their different experiences
give them different perspectives. Our differences
should not be threatening to us. . . "
—Cat Diaz, Smith
ticipants. We noticed this over-representation of whites immediately when we arrived
at Mary Dunn's house, and I was struck by it
again that evening at a get-to-know-eachother party. I enjoyed a number of satisfying
conversations and debates; thinking back
on it later, I believe that the reason I was able
to understand and share so easily with virtual
strangers was because of a shared, deep
commitment to a particular type of
feminism (the white American brand).
(In addition, the majority of the delegates
came from middle- or upper-middle class
backgrounds; and all of us, by definition,
came from elite schools. In my opinion this
contributed to a misleading homogeneity of
viewpoint. But classism in America is much
more covert than racism, and was hardly addressed in the conference.)
I went to the conference specifically with
an eye to addressing racism, something I'd
been grappling with and thinking about as a
white woman for some months previously.
This is my particular compilation/distillation
of the things the panelists and delegates
said, but it encompasses also conversations
and confrontations with friends and others.
The first lesson I found was that sexism is
not the primary oppression for women of
color. It is at least third down the line, after
racism and classism, and often imperialism
also. The primacy of racial oppression is
revealed by the very term "people of color,"
which collects all non-white colors and
cultures in response to the dominance of discrimination based on skin color. Johnella
Butler, a Black woman who gave the
keynote address, pointed out that white
women are trying in feminism to rectify
some injustices, while black women are
seeking to change an entire system. White
women must recognize the investment our
skin color (privilege) gives us in the patriarchy. She states that because of our privilege,
the burden is on us to try to understand the
different oppression of women of color and
do something about it.
Andrea Rushing, the other Black woman
to speak at the conference, goes so far as to
name the fear of difference in white middleclass American feminism as oppression.
Generally differences are glossed over, ignored, or denied; and when acknowledged,
in true western/European tradition, they are
then set into a hierarchy. She spoke about
the entirely different cultural context and experience of African women as an example. In
traditional African society, mena nd women
lead lives in distinct, separate, but equally
valued spheres. Being separate gives
women an independent source of power in,
for example, such crucial matters as food
and religion.
Both Butler and Rushing assert that all

chy of difference); and to accept being
wrong sometimes in our feminist canon.
Another point that I heard being mad
eover and over again is that "I'm tired of
teaching"—said by women of color to white
women. I had one friend who felt so strongly
about this that she takes a separatist stance,
not on the issue of gender, but on that of
race. At the end of the conference, at the
final 'summing up' discussion where all the
delegates were assembled together, one

Co-ed future for
Wheaton College?
by Marcy Epstein
Wheaton College may very well be opening its ranks to men, if the trustees pass
through the decision a second time this May.
This time, however the women are ready. At
the student panel, "Committing Ourselves
to Action", at Smith, Sarah Bradshaw spoke
about her school with anger and disgust at
the possible demise of what is her school,
Wheaton, a college for women.
And Sarah brought strength to a group of
women from which she now needs support.
She and the Wheaton delegation aren't sitting around mourning a situation which was
still in their power. Several students spoke
out about action. They are looking for information to build a case against going coeducational. They are committed to calling
and influencing trustees, having student
protests, and writing letters. This decision,
Sarah implies, is not the will of the students.
She believes that students can make the difference. Please send your name and address
to Sarah Bradshaw, Wheaton College, Norton, MA, so that she and others can begin to
organize protest. Or, send a letter addressed
to the Wheaton faculty, via Sarah, that expresses your dismay, anger, or sadness. Or
send support. At least, keep in tune with the
College News for further information, as Lorrie Kim placed her name on the contact list.
Last year in The College News, I wrote a
feature about a woman named Suzanne who
was Goucher's delegate to the Seven Sisters
Conference at Bryn Mawr. She was shellshocked at the time, having received in her
mailbox only one week before, a slip of
paper that informed the student population
that Goucher was going co-educational. This
reminded me of how fortunate I was; I shuddered to think of Bryn Mawr's de-sexing
anywhere in the near future. Think about
how futile our hopes for women's education
are, when this is reality for yet another
women's college. And then help. There are
more than seven sisters.

Black woman from our group who had taken
a lead role in trying to discuss racism complained that she had still felt that she and the
other Black delegates were being expected
to do the teaching, and the white women the
learning.
Talking with her later about what both of
us had tried to put into the discussion, I had
to wonder if the "teaching" dynamic is a
habit that we sometimes fall into even when
consciously fighting to avoid it. Such a
dynamic on the one hand puts the Black
woman on a pedestal, and on the other hand
provides an escape or assuagement for
white guild: it avoids responsibility for one's
own racism. This is not to say that women of
color teaching white women has no place in
combatting racism, but you are probably indulging in denial if "being taught" is the extent of your efforts—the passive construe-

people of color to teach us about racism, we
reject learning form them on their own
terms. We invite a few token women of color
to our feminist conferences (or are amazed
when so few come)—we expect them to
come to our meetings to enlighten us at our
convenience, instead of making the effort of
going to conferences and meetings held by
women of color where the issues are chosen
by their needs and concerns, to see what
they are doing and saying on their own.
The logical, necessary outcome of surpassing this traditional teaching dynamic is
for white women to confront ourselves and
each other. That is easily stated, but quite
difficult to implement. But, quite simply, we
must. As Glenna Brizan notes at the end of
her article in the last issue of the Mews, we
have nothing to lose, and our humanity to
gain.

doming out of this conference, I feel even stronger
about the importance of difference, the understanding
and celebration of it in all of our lives."
—Christiana Lambrinidis,
Wellesley
tion itself reveals how feeble such 'efforts'
are.
Finally, it also ignores racism among people of color. Ours is so pervasively a racist
world that all of us are racist; there is no way
to avoid it. The question is to what degree we
acknowledge and confront it. The only difference about white racism is that it is expressed from a power differential.
Yet at the same time that whites call on

CORP, Confronting Our Racism Personally, is a new group forming to confront racism
in our own lives and experience as white
women. If you are interested, please come to
our first meeting, Thursday, April 2nd at 9
p.m. in the Campus Center (room will be
posted). If you are interested but can't make
it to the meeting, please contact Susan
Brown, 645-5728, BMC Box C-595.

Student appreciates BMC views
by Lorrie Kim
"We have to realize that even though all of
us are here to discuss women, race and class,
we cannot get anywhere in a discourse with
each other until we tell each other who we
are." These words, which I spoke during a
discussion group at the Seven Sisters Conference, summed up what I found most important: that any such gathering would be
the direct result of the people who composed it
Who were we? From Bryn Mawr, we were
eleven delegates with a high proportion of
international students (which meant, among
other things, that only four of the eleven
could drive) and women of color, disappointingly higher than most of the other colleges
present. As a conference, we were a group of
intellectually privileged young women
gathering within a women-only, feminist
context As far as I could see we were overwhelmingly middle class, and that severely
limited our focus on classism.
One theme from the conference, introduced in Johnella Butler's keynote address,
was that of "difference. . .without
hierarchy." In the words of Smith delegate
Jane Ndungo, "In order to treat people the
same, you must treat them differently," according to your understanding of who they
are and how they are different, as well as
similar, to yourself and to others.
It was interesting to me to see how some
delegates chose to identify themselves: "I'm
so-and-so from College, and I represent the
(Hispanic, Black, Lesbian, etc.] Alliance."
When it came to the two Mawrtyrs in my
group, Michon Crawford and myself,
Michon expressed my feelings well: "I'm just

representing myself." For if there is one
thing Bryn Mawr has taught me, it is that I
didn't want to be representing Color, or
ASA, or any organization. That wouldn't be
fair to the members of the organization
whose experiences are different from mine,
or to everything else that makes up Lorrie
Kim.
It was also interesting to me that the Bryn
Mawr delegation, during the long and grimy
trip to Northampton, had a hard time selecting one spokeswoman to speak for all of us

ii

We must learn with the
beautiful and the ugly. ..
white women must take the
chance where they have the
power." —Johnnella Butler,
Smith
—tacitly recognizing the difficulty of presenting such a (dare I say it?) diverse group
through only one woman.
The most important moment for me,
though, was when someone asked me where
I was from. I launched on my long story
about Korea and New Jersey, and she interrupted, "No—I mean what college." It slowly
dawned on me—I am from Bryn Mawr. And I
was proud of it.
There are times when I get discouraged
and tired of seeing the same faces on campus, hearing the same voices and being able
to predict people's viewpoints and opinions.
But I am proud that we have succeeded this
much in telling each other who we are, and I
hope we continue to do so. We certainly cannot get anywhere otherwise.
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movement: the Seven Sisters Conference
Cisneros warns: Don't intellectualize
by Mill Cisneros
One day in early February, I received the
call of Nima Eshghi, chairperson of the
Seven Sisters Conference organizing committee. Her request was very enticing—participating in the conference as a panelist, ad -

"The conference Illustrated
for me the tendency to
intellectualize feminism and
the barriers this represents."
. —Deb Holman,
Wellesley

Seven out of the eleven Bryn Mawr delegates (from left to right, top to bottom)—Michon
Crawford, Una Gandbhir, the poster, Amreen Husain, Mill Cisneros, Nuria Pastor-Soler,
Tanya Sharon and Lorrie Kim—chill out and regroup after an informative conference at
Smith.

.

MARCYEPSTE1N

dressing the topic of "Committing Ourselves
to Action." After my initial surprise I accepted, still not knowing quite how I would
address the question or why/how I was
qualified to do it
I decided that my best strategy was probably to wait and, once at the conference,
come up with a topic to discuss. I did not
know then that what I should speak about
would be so obvious to me when confronted

Third World women confront patriarchy
by Amreen Husain
The Seven Sisters Conference panel entitled "Non-Western International Perspectives on Feminism" addressed the problems
women in developing countries face in their
struggles against patriarchy. The speakers
were Andrea Rushing—Professor at
Amherst College, Leila Ahmed—Professor
at the University of Massachusetts, and Amy
Yu—co-ordinator of the Third World
Women's Project at the University of
Massachusetts. They discussed the
economic, religious and political concerns
of women in Africa, the Middle East and
Korea, respectively.
A common idea in each of their presentations was that Third World Women "perceive
their main oppression to be that of having
been colonized" (Andrea Rushing). For Andrea Rushing the main problem African
women face is that of the Westernization of
their societies. Traditional African society
places a large amount of economic power in
the hands of women since they control the
food production which is the basis of their
agriculture. Westernization, however, has
created hierarchical political and
bureaucratic systems (headed by men) to
control farming and this is eroding the
power of the women in their societies and in
the International sphere.
Leila Ahmed declared that half of the
Muslim women's struggle for liberation is
directed against misconceptions and
stereotypes imposed on them by the
Western World. She indicated the need to
deconstruct these images and examine why
they had been created. Taking the veil as an
example, which in the West symbolizes
"absence, refusal, sexual unavailability as
well as seduction, and primarily the oppression of women." She believes that it was
given this meaning in order to portray
Muslim men as oppressive and inhumane
and in general "villifying and denigrating the
Islamic World."
For Muslim women, however, the veil is a
habit that allows them the privacy of their
bodies and represents an adherence to a
cultural heritage. She pointed out that in
Muslim law women have always had the fundamental rights to exclusive ownership of
property, and use of contraception and abortion regardless of men's opinions. It is important, she stated, that Western women not
impose their standards on their Islamic
counterparts.
Amy Yu showed a very moving film about

South Korea's plight in the hands of the
American government which uses it as a
source of cheap labour, a military base and a
nuclear testing ground. Korean women were
seen as fighting primarily against being exploited as factory workers, as sexual objects
for American Gl's and as victims of political
injustice.
The group discussion that followed the
panelist reacted against the extremist portrayal in all the speeches of the West as "bad"
and oppressive, and traditional cultures as
"good". Andrea Rushing, in particular, it was
felt, seemed to suggest that women in traditional African societies were liberated and
hold equal if not greater powers than the
men in the society. Delegates felt that she ignored or attempted to nullify certain prac-

tices, such as male polygamy and clitoridectomy, that are inherently oppressive in traditional cultures.
It was felt to be important to maintain
open channels of communication between
Western and non-Western feminist
movements. The point to be stressed,
however, is that non-Western feminism is
defined in very different terms from the
predominant white Western ideas. Women
from traditionally gender segregated
societies are seeking to empower a sol idarity
of women with their own identity and thus
achieve liberation. The general consensus
was that in order to arrive at an international
feminist movement women have to examine and understand our differences in all
their value before we can concentrate on our
similarities.

by the conference, its delegates.and the
topics we addressed.
Women, race and class could, unarguably, be discussed for hours on end. At the
conference, we all seemed to come to an
agreement on certain key concepts pertaining to the issues at hand. All weekend I sat in
crowded rooms full of attentive listeners,
who nodded in approval of the ideas handed
to them. I quickly came to the realization
that we were all carefully absorbing what we
were being told but that all of our discussions were simply that—ideas. Yes, we can
conceptualize the idea that poor, black
women experience a triple oppression but,
at the same time, we must also recognize
that we can perhaps comprehend how they
feel, but can never fully empathize.
I was frankly scared that the women who
attended the conference would walk out of
there truly believing they knew all they need-

"I was Impressed by the
efforts of the delegates to
address the difficult and often
hidden issues of racism and
classtsm within feminism."
—Eileen Walsh,
RadcUffe
ed to know about women, race, and class. In
light of this, I felt the panel I was on had the
potential of bringing the conference
together.
The issue of the intellectualization of personal experiences disturbed me. I felt I had to
commit myself to action right then and
there, in expressing that we have to keep in
mind that the women's movement is extremely diverse and that no group should
ever hope to attempt to impose its derived
perceptions on others. My contribution to
the conference was in the form of a warning:
that it is sexist, racist, classist and elitist to intellectualize or reduce the diversity found
within the feminist movement to models of
what we think reality is. I am pleased to say
that I think my point came across.

Women of color under-represented
by Una Gandbhir
As we all know, we can often learn as
much from the problems of a situation as
from its positive aspects. This turned out to
be the case at the Seven Sisters conference.
At the end of the whole shebang (ahem—no
pun intended), we sat in a circle to hash out
our concerns and suggestions for Radcliffe
when they host the conference next year.
Many of the complaints people voiced about
the conference reflected the problems
within the feminist movement we had
gathered to discuss.
One of the biggest concerns from women
of color as well as from some white women
was that most of the delegates were white.
Considering that the topic of the conference
was "Exploring Race and Class within the
Feminist Movement", many of us were
disappointed by the composition of the
delegations. Both Bryn Mawr and Smith sent
seven women of color out of a total of ten,
but this was not always the case. Why was
there a turn-out of primarily white women?
In my opinion, the relative absence of
women of color reflects the very reason for
the topic of the conference—is there a space
provided for women of color and different
versions of feminism within the feminist
movement?
A Smith delegate hailing from Kenya
pointed out that sometimes you have to
acknowledge people's differences in order
to treat them equally; her illustration was the

adjustments that a tall woman and a short
woman would have to make to work comfortably in their kitchens. Many of us felt that
the under-representation of women of color
was in a sense the most eloquent demonstration of the adjustments that the feminist
movement needs to make in order to be inclusive, not exclusive.
Another area of concern was that of the
selection process in appointing delegates.
Some colleges, including Bryn Mawr and
Smith, had an extended process of selection,
involving an application with an essay and
an interview and some kind of pre
conference preparation. Others had a less
rigorous process; Vassar, for example, had
their SGA President (incidentally, a man,
whom you'll be hearing more about later)
nominate candidates he found appropriate.
We wondered whether the applications process should be a standardized one, or
whether each school should decide on an individual basis how to appoint delegates, and
people stressed the importance of publicity.
Perhaps an official procedure would give the
delegates more universal expectations and
standards.
Yet another conflict arose over what came
to be known as "the Vassar Incident". In
brief, Vassar's SGA President, who appointed the delegates along with a committee, decided he and some other men wanted
to be delegates. Yes, he Apparently this is
not the first time Vassar has wanted to send
men to the conference. In any case, there
was some question of whether Vassar would

boycott the conference, and an "unofficial
delegation" of three Vassar women wearing
purple scarves arrived, just in case. The official delegation also ended up coming.
The Vice-President of Vassar, Lisa Lipson,
presented the SGA President's opinion to us;
apparently he considers himself a feminist
and wished to attend not as a man but as a
"student". Lisa felt that to bar him from the
conference was a form of reverse discrimination and suggested that we call the conference a "Women's Weekend" to make it
clear that men weren't invited.
We discussed this at great length, and
there was little support of Lisa's proposal.
Someone asked if Vassar should still be considered one of the Seven Sisters. One
delegate explained that she would be uncomfortable having men present; another
woman observed how much of our time and
energy one man was taking up even by
threatening to attend—what would it be like
if he actually did? There was pretty
unanimous agreement that men have no
place in the conference right now, although
they may in the future.
Not all of the issues we discussed were as
clear-cut Some people, for example, felt
that the discussion groups of about twelve
people were too large; others found them
too intimate and personal. As one delegate
put it, however, "We aren't here to be comfortable". In general, the problems we encountered surprisingly proved to be the least
expected at the conference, those we had
come together to try to solve.
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Dates Women Make

Wednesday, Mar. 25

Women Writers at Bryn Mawr presents a lunchtime reading
and open workshop by poet Katha Pollitt
Campus Center 105, 1:15 pm

MARCH 25,1987
Tuesday, Apr. 7

LBSG; all women welcome
Women's Center, 10 pm
Wednesday, Apr. 8

GPA meeting
Campus Center, 9 pm
Thursday, Mar. 26

Penn Women's Center: Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week,
Barbara Smith keynote speaker
time and place TBA (for information call 898-8611)
Friday, Apr. 10

Civil Disobedience Training: Robert Smith (Head of
Brandywine Peace Community)
Erdman, 7 pm
Friday, Mar. 27

Saturday, Mar. 28

Sunday, Mar. 29

Conference on 'The Arts as a Force of Social Change"
Drexel University. For more information, contact Amy
Whitney (x5727)

Saturday, Apr. 11

ISA dinner in Haffner and Erdman

Pick-up Games! Soccer
BMC hockey field at 4 pm

Sunday, Apr. 12

South Asian Society
Erdman Backsmoker, 5 pm

Musical Concert and Party sponsored by Women's Center
and BMC's Office of the Arts, with Casselberry and Dupree,
Toshi Reagon and Annette Aguilar
Thomas Great Hall, 9 pm

Monday, Apr. 13

Women's Center film series presents Norma Rae
Campus Center, 9 pm

Bryn Mawr/Haverford Chamber Singers
Thomas Great Hall, 3 pm

Student and Faculty Panel of papers (covering academic
research on Nuclear Weapons)
Campus Center, 8 pm
South Asian Society
Erdman Backsmoker, 5 pm
Second Rochy Chodesh Celebration sponsored by Achot;
for information contact Rebecca Rosenberg (x6150) or
Debbie Reiner (x5818)
IS(J meeting
Campus Center, 10 pm
Women's Center film series presents "Desert Hearts"
Campus Center, 9 pm
Tuesday, Mar. 31

Lesbian Bisexual Support Group. All women welcome.
Women's Center, 10 pm

Wednesday, Apr. 1

"The History of Ideas and the Idea of History"
Goodhart Common Room, 8 pm
GPA meeting
Sunken Lounge, Haverford, 9 pm
ISA sponsored discussion on "Racism in the U.S. and
Interracial Marriages"
Campus Center room 105, 7:30 pm
CORP meeting
Campus Center, 9 pm

Friday, Apr. 3

Pick-up Games! Soccer
BMC hockey field, 4 pm

Apr. 1 thru Apr. 5 and
Apr. 9 thru Apr. 11

Bi-College Theatre Program presents My Sister in this House
by Wendy Kesselman
Goodhart, 7:30 pm
Renaissance Choir
Thomas Great Hall, 8 pm

Saturday, Apr. 4

Forum on Women and Peace sponsored by Haverford's
Women's Center
BM Room of Dining Center, 1—5 pm
"The Sexual Liberals and the Attack on Feminism," a full
day conference with opening address by Gloria Steinem
NYU School of Law, 40 Washington Square South (West 4th
Street at Macdougal)
$25 advance registration/$30 at door (half price for students)
9 am registration

Sunday, Apr. 5

LBSG: Workshop with students from Smith College
Time and place to be announced
Renaissance Choir
Thomas Great Hall, 8 pm

Monday, Apr. 6

Pick-up Games! Soccer
BMC hockey field, 4 pm
Apr. 10 thru Apr. 12

"Deciding to Win" workshop with Amy Kietzman
(Philadelphia Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign)
Campus Center, 4 pm

Thursday, Apr. 2

Sapphire Concerts presents the "Indigo Girls"
Roberts Hall, Marshall Auditorium, 8 pm

"The Ottoman Harem: Treasury of Power" Bryn Mawr
Classics Colloquium with Leslie Pierce of Princeton
University
Tea at 4:15 pm, talk at 4:30 pm, Goodhart Common Room

"General Electric—the Paradigm of a War Contractor and
Its Influence: How to Resist it" presentation and workshop
by Robert Smith
Campus Center, 4 pm

Monday, Mar. 30

GPA meeting
Campus Center, 9 pm
"Impact of the Foreign Debt on Natural Resrouce Depletion
in Latin America
Goodhart Common Room, 4 pm

" 'Covered but not Bound': Caroline Norton and the 1857
Matrimonial Causes Act," a paper by Mary Poovey of
Rutgers University
Goodhart Common Room, 4 pm
"A Salute to Women in Struggle in South Africa" with Vinie
Burrow, activist, folk-lorist, and performer
Campus Center main lounge, 8 pm

Reading with Eudora Welty
Thomas Great Hall, 8 pm

South Asian Society
Erdman Backsmoker, 5 pm
Women's Center film series presents The Bostonians
Campus Center, 9 pm
ISO meeting
Campus Center, 10 pm

ISU meeting
Campus Center, 10 pm
Tuesday, Apr. 14

LBSG
Women's Center, 10 pm

Wednesday, Apr. 15

Discussion of Between Friends by Gillian Hanscombe
Haverford's Women's Center
GPA meeting
Sunken Lounge, Haverford, 9 pm
"Feminist Criticism and the Dancing Body," a lecture by
Ann Albright (BMC'81)
Pembroke Dance Studio, 4:30 pm

For further information on women's activities, consult the bulletin board outside the
Women's Center or contact Becky Wilson (x5739).
If you wish to see your organization's events included in the COLLEGE MEWS calendar,
contact Becky Carpenter at C-934 by Saturday, April 11 in order to appear in the next issue.

Exhibit explores Chinese journey
(Continued from page 3)
ed in outlook, but were unable to participate
in the larger society, circumscribed by tradition and anti-Chinese public sentiment.
There was social awakening, nevertheless,
as manifested in a picture of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union with
which Chinese American women organized
their first public strike against poor working
conditions.
Part III, In the Mainstream (1945-1965),
noted that as Communists came to power in
China in 1945 and as the U.S. fought against
them in the Korean War in 1950, the improvement in public sentiment that had
come about as China became America's ally
in WWII collapsed into an anti-communist
hysteria.
The War Brides Act of 1945, however,
allowed Chinese American veterans and
other servicemen to bring their wives and
children to the U.S. Also, a new stereotype of
Chinese American women as "the efficient
and submissive clerk" emerged due to their
superior wartime performance in office
work. The Displaced Persons Act of 1948
and the Refugee Act of 1953 enabled many
outstanding, educated women to stay in the
U.S. rather than return to face political
uncertainties. Young women at this time
were still handicapped by traditional notions
of female inferiority, however, and there was
a lack of positive role models as the mass
media perpetuated stereotyped images of
menials and seductive China dolls.
Part IV, Today (1962-1982), showed
many photographs that demonstrated the
changes in the status of Chinese Women today. In 1965, the Immigration and Nationality Act was passed, ending racially based
quotas. This period has been a turbulent one
for the U.S., however, with the Vietnam War
and the Civi I Rights and Women's Liberation
movements. Chinese women still face many
obstacles: they are underpaid even with

higher education, and need to fight racial
and sexual discrimination as well as career
stereotypes promoted at home and in
school. Significant advances have been
made, nevertheless: the exhibition showed
pictures of Connie Chung who was among
the first Chinese American women to break
into the media field; of Maya Ving Lin, whose
design was chosen for the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial: of women such as Jade Snow
Wong (Fifth Chinese Daughter) and Maxine
Hong Kingston (The Woman Warrior and
China Men) who, despite discouragement
from creative pursuits because of career
stereotypes and pressures for economic
stability, were able to pursue their vocations
and won acclaim (China Men won the National Book Award in 1981); of March Fong
Eu who was California's Secretary of State.
There were pictures of garment workers
demanding rights in a 1982 New York
Chinatown protest; of Chinese American
Women groups grown disenchanted with
white, middle-class Women's Lib groups; of
older immigrant women breaking cultural
barriers to speak up for needed senior services; of protests against federal cuts in child
care funding in San Francisco, 1973.
The journey has been turbulent for
Chinese American women: the obscure
"China Mary," the seductive China doll, the
efficient, uncomplaining clerk have
demonstrated that they share concerns with
other contemporary women (sex discrimination, balancing work with family, as well as
racism and ethnic identity). New territories
have yet to be cleared, but a path has been
forged. This exhibition depicted the Chinese
American women's strength and diversity,
challenging prevalent stereotypes. It was a
"tribute to a group whose struggles and
achievements form an integral part of U.S.
history"; a fine exploration of their difficult
history that still continues today.
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Students worship famous talk show host

After the show, Dave stopped by the apartment to chat with Laura and Ann.
Note: This is a special sneak preview of the interview that will be appearing in the April 16
issue of People. Look for the full length pamphlet coming this summer.
Rona: So. uou saw David Letterman.
Ann Goulder(BMC '87): Yes. (poignant sigh)
Laura Stamp (BMC '88): Yes.
R: If you had to use one word to describe your
experience, what would it be?
L: Urn. . .wow.
A: Gosh. . . wow.
R: How did this event come about?
A: Well. Rona, we like to think of it as much
more than just an event. It was a pilgrimage,
a journey of self discovery.
L: Yeah, Rona, we didn't just pack up and go

to NBC studios on a whim. Ann wrote for the
tickets thirteen months ago, and during that
time we went through strenuous mental
training to prepare for the experience.
R: Strenuous mental training, huh?
A: Gh... we arranged our lives around the
show, sleeping during the day, rising from
our slumber around 10 P.M., then jogging a
few miles, and, while the last guest was on
Johnny Carson, we emptied our minds by
chanting our mantra.
R: What sort of mantra?
A: What else? "Dave, Dave, DAVE, etc."
L: Sometimes, "stupid pet tricks, stupid pet
tricks. . ."
A: Whatever.
R: How about the actual day of the show,

Requirements of 1885 give perspective
by Sara Johnson
The first days of spring: when a young
man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love,
and a young woman's to course preregistration—or so the Dean's office hopes. As a
member of the class most unfairly burdened
with requirements (ask any junior) whose explication would defy the mental powers of
the average criminal lawyer, I speak with
And then, there's the math requirement. At least one English major of my
acquaintance recently decided that she really is above math, but she's trying to humor
the department in its odd delusions; less out
of the kindness of her heart than because
there's no black market in calculus credits.
But if anyone is tempted to look with reactionary eyes to a past without integrals, let
them consider the Matriculation and Degree
Requirements of 1885.
When Bryn Mawr opened, applications
were conducted entirely through written examinations in ancient and modern languages, mathematics, English literature,
history, geography, and at least one science
—the average secondary school program.
Except that in 1885, the average secondary
school program assumed a knowledge of
several years of Greek and Latin literature,
all the major classics of English literature,
and a survey of English and American history as well as the usual amount of math (all
right, no calculus), geography and science.
Of course. Admissions didn't want to be considered overly harsh. If one happened to be
so unfortunate as to lack Greek, one could
make up for it by offering both French and
German literature (Racine and Goethe,
among others)and take Greek once accepted at Bryn Mawr. On the other hand, it was
"to the interest of every student to offer, at
entrance, advanced mathematics, and if
possible all four languages."
Once accepted, a student had to complete
for graduation two further years of English
literature, a year of philosophy, two years of

science (or a year a science and a year of
history), advanced mathematics (trigonometry and solid geometry) and the four
languages mentioned above. The "major
course" was a fairly rigid structure consisting
of two allied courses, each two years long.
After completing all of this, a student was
allowed one year of free electives.
These requirements, and the conception
of education which they reflect, have been
transformed profoundly since the turn of the
century. By the end of World War II entrance
requirements were down to a high school
diploma, SATs, three Achievement tests and
an application essay. As for graduation requirements, they remained structured in
roughly the same way until the divisional
system was introduced for the Class of '69 to
"provide greater flexibility and make it possible for students to include a wider range of
fields of knowledge and to have greater freedom to explore and elect. . . allowing both
humanist and scientist a greater variety of
ways in which to meet college requirements." The math/language Gordian knot
was also introduced in 1965; the math requirement appeared in 1984; and recently
the faculty have begun the process of passing a diversity requirement, to ensure some
knowledge of non-Western traditions, virtually unknown to the students of 1885.
So next time you're sweating over a probability series, or weeping over an Italian test,
or gnashing your teeth over To The Lighthouse on a Sunday evening, just think: you
could be living in a world where "a general
knowledge of grammatical forms and of the
methods of forming Greek compounds
must aid scientific students in the understanding of scientific nomenclature; and
that the power, so easily acquired under
modern methods, of reading simple Greek
prose will of necessity be a source of culture
and profit to the graduates of the college."
There, but for the grace of the Goddess....

February 2, 1987? Were there any special
spiritual "vibes in the air?"
L: Oh definitely. I'd say our first sign that
something great was in store for us was when
we were chosen to portray Johnny Carson
and Ed McMahon while we were on the NBC
Studio Tour.
A: Seeing Soupy Sales wave to us was our second sign, and we knew we were in a special
kind of spiritual wonderland when we caught
a glimpse of the back of Jill Ireland's head.
L: Yeah, it all fell into place then.
R: So, paint the picture for us. You're in the
NBC studio now. . .
A: Our seats were fabulous, within a stone's
throw of Dave himself—not that we ever
would throw stones, of course, (nervous
laughter)
L: There was a certain electricity in the air
and when Dave walked out, sparks flew. His
manliness, his virility—oops, I mean his sensitivity, his obvious feminist leanings, hisje
ne sais quo/just hit us in the face.
A: Yeah, his raison d'etre.
R: Eh, bien, mes petites!
L: He began to converse with the audience,
establishing rapport quickly. And then
he. . . oh, I can't go on! (swooning)
A: (lightly slapping L's face) As you may
have guessed, at this time he—spoke to us.
R: What were his exact words?
A: "Is anybody here from Indiana?" And
Laura, a tad overeager, screamed out
"Iowa!!"
L: He then said, "I said Indiana, ma'am," and
he got a laugh, at my expense. God, I was
thrilled. So we rapped about Iowa, and my
hometown. It was a real midwestern bonding
experience. Then he asked where I went to
school. "Bryn Mawr," I responded. He mugged at the audience and made an impressed
"OOO" sound. "And what do you study
there?" was his next question. "Sociology
and Russian," I replied. His reaction was the
same as before, but this time, without missing a beat, he quipped, "She's no
cheerleader, is she, folks?"
A: I quickly grabbed a cold compress and
lifted Laura's limp body from the floor,
because the show was about to begin.
It was a whirl of sensation—Lily Tomlin
one minute, Stanley Jordan the next. Larry
Bud here, some guest whose name I can't
remember there. An extravaganza of sight
and sound, peace and harmony, joy and
love.

R: If you could be a tree, what kind would you
be?
A: A birch. After the show, we begged and
pleaded with the technicians to give us a cuecard as a souvenir. Alas, they refused.
L: A ginko. But our luck was still with us. A
yound cameraman approached us and asked if I was the one from Iowa. When I
answered yes, he gave a sly smile and disappeared, returning moments later with a Late
Night plastic collapsible drinking cup and a
Late Night sponge. He secretively pressed
them into my hand, winked, and whispered,
"I went to college in Iowa." More midwestern
bonding. I was overwhelmed.
R: Isn't a ginko a lizard?
A: You're thinking of a gecko, Rona. We left
NBC with a heady feeling, a buoyant feeling. . .
L: A "bizarre feeling that life was good."
R: Oh, yes, you're right. How about that evening. What did you do?
L: We spent the night in Soho. Sleep was impossible because we were so inspired by
witnessing the glory of a master at work. We
vowed to emulate him, so we spent the next
day making jaded New Yorkers laugh at our
antics.
A: Of course, it's been all down hill since
then... but don't worry about us. We'll get
by, we'll be ok. We have our memories to live
on, and the thought that it all might happen
again keeps us going.
L: Here, have a brew..
R: Thank you for this insightful interview. Your
courage is inspiring to us all.
A and L: Thank you. Thank you.

Dear Ms. Hank
Dear Ms. Hank,
I think of myself as a feminist I oppose the
patriarchy in all its forms and am active in
many feminist groups. However, lately I've
been getting anonymous notes telling me that
no one will respect me as a feminist unless I cut
my hair and get a pair of high top sneakers and
a pair of little round wire-rimmed glasses. I
already have a pair of sneakers that I like, and I
don't even wear glasses. Besides, it took me
two years to get my hat so I could braid it
Who could be leaving these notes? And
what do short hair, high tops and little wirerimmed glasses have to do with feminism?

Bewildered
Dear Bewildered,
To answer your second question first, the
importance of those accessories you mentioned to a true feminist consciousness is
even now under debate among the most
prominent feminist theorists in the country;
the controversy may even go beyond national boundaries. Some have interpreted
these accoutrements, especially the traditional cutting of the hair, as adaptations
from the rituals of the Lesbian religion (see
Ms. Hank, November 1985) which have been
adopted in the belief that they will be accompanied by other positive attributes of Lesbianism, such as strength in the fight against
patriarchy. The round glasses, for example,
have symbolic wombic value, and their
metallic composition may represent a rejection of plastic, with its artificial implications,
in favor of more organic materials.
Opinion is divided as the significance of
the "high-top" basketball sneakers. Proponents of the Lesbian ritual theory suggest
that the rubber part over the toes may have
double meaning, signifying both a symbolic
half-moon and a protector of the toes, which
can be seen as "sisters" who stand together
under its embrace. The word "Converse"
which is printed on each sneaker may also
symbolize the importance of dialogue, or
"conversing," to the feminist process.
Others disagree, arguing that the shoes
have no Lesbian significance at all. Personally, I think they are just an excuse to show off
cool socks. I just can't believe that all those
tall men jumping at hoops are Lesbians.
As for the short hair, this has long been
customary for followers of the Lesbian religion, although it has never been required;
nor is it exclusive to Lesbians, or even to the
related but distinctly different sect of Radical
Feminists. It is one of the Ten Suggestions,
but hey—they were only suggestions.
I'm just stumped about who could be leaving you those anonymous notes. Whoever it
is, my advice is to just ignore them. They will
soon give you up as a lost cause and turn to
some other source of amusement, like maybe carving women's symbols out of tofu or
something. Good luck!
Death to the patriarchy,
Ms. Hank
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Identifying with women in a man's world
Woman comes out in letter
Anonymous

Two happy lesbians on the occasion of their first anniversary (Nov. 23, 1985).
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Indiscretion terrifies student
by Angela Johnson
I remember the first time I referred to
Farar as "my lover" in public: it was only a
few months ago, although we've been out for
several years. I was at dinner with several
faculty members and other students. I don"t
even remember what we were talking about,
but for some reason I said "I was talking with
my lover, and she told me. . ."—instant
electricity! Everyone at the table noticed;
everyone pretended not to. Then suddenly
another student said, "Well, you know, I was
seeing this deaf woman last summer..." It
was out of control! People were coming out
all around the table. What an experience!
Nonetheless, I find the idea of coming out
very frightening, and very difficult. Sometimes my lesbian friend Joanna will start to
say something to me in Dyke Code in the
Physical Science Building, and I'll panic—
"shut up!" I will hiss, wild-eyed. I just can't
stand the sudden exposure—even if none of
the other physics majors will understand
what Joanna just said when she said "ninetyeight ways to go." (which, for the uninitiated,
is an explosive piece of lesbianese).
Actually, I have recently become braver at
weathering indiscretion, simply because I
have finally come to appreciate the simply
marvelous ability that most members of the
human race possess of ignoring the obvious.
If my next-door neighbor can ask me about
my boyfriend after I 1) have failed every
night during the semester to sleep in my
room; and 2) have succeeded every night in
sleeping in the room of another woman on
the same hall; and 3) have a giant double
women's symbol on my door; and 4) often
play a song with the word "lesbian" repeated
in it over one hundred times, well, she probably just isn't going to get "ninety-eight ways
to go."
Still, despite the headiness of coming out
in public and shocking aged professors, and
despite the stupendous denseness of most
people, I run through my apartment turning
certain books to the wall if the door is
knocked on unexpectedly. I am also afraid of
snakes. I like to think that both these reactions are merely vestigial remnants of prehistoric imperatives.
And despite the fact that I have written articles which state "I am a lesbian" (which is
hard to misconstrue, even with the best of intentions) and despite the fact that I have
done mailbox stuffings about lesbianism
with my name, phone number and box
number on the bottom, and despite the fact
that I was self-appointed Lesbian Representative to the Dean's Office for a while, and
despite the fact that I have stood up in
classes and meetings and made remarks
starting with "as a lesbian, I feel. . .," I still
have great difficulty saying the L word in
small groups. Particularly if I am acquainted
with all the people I am talking to. Oh, god, I
don't even like to think about it. The worst is
when I'm in a one-on-one situation. I have a
t-shirt that says "Bryn Mawr College Centennial . . . one hundred years of women com-

ing together." I can wear that all over campus; I even used to wear it to work when I was
working at Los Alamos; but I cant read it out
loud, even to another lesbian, without
blushing.
To further illustrate my phobia: I will put
this article in the centerspread of the paper,
with a 36 pt. headline and a photograph of
me; but Thursday morning, when people
come up to me and say, "Oh, I read your article," I'm going to look all around for some
means of salvation, pray for the earth to
open up and swallow my tormentor, and
then grab at a straw and say, "What article?"

Het TV annoys
by Martha Ehrenfeld
Too often a group of TV addicts that unfortunately live on the same hall find ourselves staying up way too late watching TV.
Usually it starts with Joan, then David, and
with little else on, we end up watching Love
Connection. Granted at first it was fun, playing along with the audiences, finding out if
the contestant had our good taste, but I have
to admit after a while it just became boring
and sleeping seemed like a much more exciting alternative.
If you have never watched Love Connection, don't worry, you aren't missing much.
One member of a gender group screens
three videos of the other gender group. Then
the contestant has the choice of either picking the one she or he likes or go with the audiences' pick. Then Chuck, the beige MC,
pries out the steaming details of the date,
just how far did they go? But exactly how
much of this dribble can one take... not
much. Boring, Boring.
That is when we got to thinking. What if
.. . Jane, a woman who works for a AIDS
awareness public interest group has a choice
of three women to take out on a date. Contestant number one says she likes to play the
straight role, except when she likes to go to
gay bars and lets it all hang out. Number two
tells us that she was married, had children
but was not happy until she came out and
number three tells us that she is an oceanographer and has felt comfortable being a
lesbian all of her life. Meanwhile Chuck is sitting there with his mouth open wondering if
he can break his contract and try to get his
old job back at Wheel. And a close up of the
audience reveals that many of the older
women are frozen with their hands firmly
pressed on the button board and hoping that
the stewardess will come bring a pillow.
No there isn't that much chance that Love
Connection will ever cater to gay couples,
not to mention the likes of bi racial couples
or handicapped. But what can you expect
from late night television. Personally, I am
waiting for cable in the dorms so I can get
sick of MTV and come up with something
better!

Not too long ago I came out to a very, very
good friend of mine. She and I haven't seen
each other for almost a year. We were both in
the same class last year, but now she has
gone back home to work and sort out her
life.
Because we don't see each other, our relationship has been left to grow through the
mail and over the phone. This means I can
choose what she hears about me and the goings on in my life at Bryn Mawr. Just recently, I found that my lesbianism (which I am
discovering constantly, but which I only
began discovering this school year) is so
much a part of my life—of the way that I perceive and experience issues, events, literature and art—that I couldn't keep it from my
friend any longer. I simply wasn't being me
with her because I couldn't speak openly
about the things in my life that are related to
my lesbianism.
So—I sent her a letter. Here's part of it (I've
changed my friend's name):
Dear Louella,
Well, I've always been kinda scared to tell
you about this because I never know how
you'd react, but—I think I'm a lesbian. See.
thing is—it's an idea—A FEELING—that's
only now beginning to gel in my brain. I've
been questioning my sexuality since—I
guess a little after the beginning of this
school year. I'ts been a really freaky process,
but I think the best thing to do RIGHT NOW
is just NOT LABEL myself. Maybe I'm a bisexual, but you see—all these NAMES just
don't fit!!
Right now I love women—rather— if I were
in the "market" for a "mate"—I'd search
among the women first. What kills me is all
the misconceptions I had about gays before I
ever thought that HEY— I could be one!
I had been thinking I was a lesbian because I had been finding myself attracted to
women. Still—I had dreams in which I was at-
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traded to women, but I was always a man in
these dreams. This gave me severe anxiety
attacks. I'd ask myself, "Oh no. . . I'm not
somebody who needs a sex change to be
really happy, am I?" What a stupid idea on
my part. I'd never want to be a man.
NO I don't hate men!! Some of them just
scare me sometimes.
It's just amazing to me: thinking about
what a bizarrely, strangely smooth transition
this has been for me. Very weird. And you
know—I don't think I'd have ever ended up
feeling this way had I not been pretty much
immersed in the lesbian/bisexual community here. This is a choice I'm making, I think. /
THINK. I suppose I was only able to make the
choice after I let all my preconceptions and
all of society's expectations fall. Fall dead.
Nevertheless—this is not a totally intellectual thing. I am attracted to women as opposed to men. The fact about lesbians (that
they're attracted to women) is the main fact
which makes straight women leery of them.
That makes me very sad. Straight men don't
stay away from straight women and vice
versa for fear of arousing each other.
I'm kinda hestitating about labeling myself, but I want to be called a '"lesbian." So
that's what I'll call myself (I can hear my professor calling roll—"Kerry Smith," "here"—
"Ginger Miller," "here"—"Lesbian,"
"HERE"). Thing is—I've never slept with a
woman before, and that makes me leery of
using the name "lesbian." But hey—we
called ourselves "heterosexuals" before we
had heterosexual sex, so why not?
I'M A LESBIAN!
Well, my friend called me after she got
this letter, and she was great! We had both
underestimated each other. I had no reason
to be worried about what she was going to
think—she too has thought long and hard
about her own sexual identity. And she said
she never thought it was in me to become a
lesbian—thought my background was a bit
too conservative for such a thing to happen.
But her main concern was that we wouldn't
be as close anymore because of this. I reassured her. We'll be even better friends because I can talk to her about EVERYTHING
now.
It's funny how the computer calmly prints
out "coming out" as the title of this document without even considering the implications. Just "flop" and there it is—"coming
out"—across the top of the document window. No implications, no weird looks, no
strange questions, no anything. Maybe my
friend is a computer....

Author's note: I have chosen to remain
anonymous because I haven't by any means
come out to everyone. Also, I feel it is important that I choose who I come out to and that I
speak (or write) personally to those people
about my feelings.

Architecture seems woman-oriented
by Jessie Washington
If you really think about it, Bryn Mawr's
female presence doesn't merely lie in her
students, faculty, and administration. Look
carefully, and you will see (if you haven't
already noticed) that it is also implicit in her
buildings.
Let's begin with one of our more recent
additions: the Bern Schwartz Gymnasium.
Have you ever noticed it's curvacious,
"breast-like" roof? Or what about Haffner
Hall? It's quite young and "virginal", with circular enclosures purposely made aloof from
the general public.
The older buildings are more obvious. For
example, Thomas Great Hall, with it's
enclosed space known as The Cloisters. The
interesting thing about this structure is that
in wanner months, or you might say, "in
heat", the fountain becomes active. Other

older and, I might add, "more experienced"
structures around this campus are even
more obviously feminine. Of course, I'm
speaking of Pembroke and Rockefeller
Halls, which both contain "arch-ways" which
many people penetrate every day.
Now, I'm sure that there are a few skeptics
out there who are probably saying to
themselves: "What about Taylor Hall? It's not
feminine. In fact, it's quite phallic."
Well, you're absolutely right. But you have
to remember that it was the first building on
this campus, which was originally founded
by men.
I must have really been a naive perspective, not to have noticed all of this before.
But the important thing is that I am
enlightened to the true meaning of things
now, and I hope you are too.
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Infirmary costs explained
by Madeline Marcus
In this time of cutbacks and other financial concerns, the BMC infirmary feels that it
is imperative that students have a clear
understanding of the costs of the health care
provided for them by the college. First, only
full-time resident students are eligible for
free medical care. Nonresident full-time
students must pay a fee for medical service,
and special students may not receive campus medical care, but are referred to the
Bryn Mawr Hospital Family Practice Clinic.
In the future, these rules may be changed,
pending a decision on whether or not to institute a student Health Care Fee, in order to
more clearly define the patient population.
Where Counseling services are concerned, there is a set fee protocol, which also may
change pending financial changes in the Infirmary structure. As it now stands, there are
four free visits per year for all full-time resident students. All full-time non-residents are
to be charged ten dollars for each of these
first four visits. After that, each visit will cost
sixty dollars for all students. This fee is adjustable, according to the student's ability to
pay. The usual minimum charge per visit is
thirty dollars, except in cases of extreme
financial need.
It should also be realized that any time
spent with the counselor is to be considered
as chargeable time, so long as the student, or
a relative thereof, is present. This includes
phone time. Fifteen minutes to half an hour
will be charged as a half session, thirty to
forty-five minutes is three quarters of a session, and anything between forty-five
minutes and the next charge period is an entire session, and the student will be billed accordingly. If a special arrangement (appointment) has been made for a brief conversation between counselor and client, that conversation will be charged on the above scale,
with the addition that a call of fifteen
minutes or less will be charged as a quarter

of a session. Final discretion for charges to
be made is left up to the counselor. Changes
in the protocol will be reported to the community at once.
Eventually, this and other fee scales will
be printed in set folders available at the
dean's office, and in the Infirmary waiting
areas. Questions should be addressed either
to the Student Infirmary Committee, or
directly to the infirmary. Remember that all
unpaid bills are turned over to Student Accounts in the Comptroller's office, and appear as general Infirmary Charges on the billing statement that goes to your main billing
address.
Counseling services available for students
needing them come in many forms. There
are group sessions, providing peer support,
as well as one-on-one counseling with either
a counselor or with the college psychiatrist.
For students with specific problems, the infirmary can provide referrals to both inpatient and outpatient programs for treatment
of depression, eating disorders, etc. All
charges incurred in off-campus services are
not within the control of the infirmary, and
need to be dealt with by the student and her
insurance. For more information, contact
us. . .
THE BMC STUDENT
INFIRMARY COMMITTEE

Philly rape case
(Continued from page I)
appeal should be heard, and/or
Judge Posenna

City Hall
Philadelphia, PA 19107
who passed the original sentence.
Those involved suggest that it would be
even better to write and individual letter asking for an appeal to be heard in the Brooks/
Austin case, and that Judge Posenna be
barred from presiding over any more sexual
assault cases.

Actress in NYC
(Continued from page 1)
ing" and "it's an incredible play".
By this time Ms. Kesselman was so impressed with Daria that she phoned the
director of / Love You, I Love You Not about
"this extraordinary young woman.. . if Jenny (the woman playing the role of Daisy in
the New York production] ever gets sick,
which will never happen..." and she asked
that Daria be called if something were to
happen to Jenny.
Of course Daria was excited by the prospect, but never believed anything would
come of it Then just before Spring Break
she got a phone call—Jenny had
mononucleosis—could Daria come to New
York and audition? That night she was in
New York, auditioning along with professional actresses for the role of Daisy. And "it
was like 'Welcome to Fantasy Island'", Daria
said. She got the part.
James Schlatter, Director of Theatre at
Bryn Mawr, was not that surprised. He has
seen, both in acting classes and in her work
in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
last semester, that Daria has "not just the imagination, but the discipline and the devotion to acting" that make her special.
Wendy Kesselman, too, is full of praise for
Daria: "She's very complicated, I think. She's
wonderful. . .an extraordinary and multifaceted person—perceptive and unique . . . very warm and sensitive. It's amazing how it all happened."
Daria had one week to learn the part. She
spent at least seven hours a day at rehearsal,
and the rest of the day "living, breathing and
sleeping" Daisy. The show opened on March
15th, and although it hasn't been reviewed
yet, Daria says she's not worrying, but "enjoying, doing the best I can do. I'm so excited."
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Student's feminism and academia split
by Beth Posner
We are tough women. We are brilliant. We
get our work done and we excel. Our emotions are certainly not visible. We are going
to make it in this man's world. We are little
Athenas or M. Careys. These are the ideals
that are presented to us at selective academic institutions like Bryn Mawr.
This is problematic for me, since I want to
be an academic but I don't know that I have
this analytic ability or the "mental toughness." For years, I have been more aware of
my passion and feminist concerns than I
have of my own intelligence or ability.
Although I'm not a freshman anymore, I
still believe I got into Bryn Mawr by the skin
of my teeth. I didn't get in because my academic record revealed brilliance, nor did my
standardized tests reveal great potential.
When I was applying to Bryn Mawr, I was
quite aware that I had something that many
of my high school peers did not. I was passionate about my studies. I was honest and
my papers always reflected my feelings.
Academics was an intensely personal experience. I prefer to be without friends in my
classes. My studies, like my religion, are an
intimate experience. There has always been
much of my self in the literature I choose to
study and the papers I create.
Recently, however, I have been feeling
that this passion and intimacy simply do not
cut it. When I first decided to write this article, I was having what one might call an
"ideological dilemma" or, more specifically,
a "feminist ideological dilemma." Much to
the dismay of my hall mates, friends, professors, and my dean, it was a very public
problem.

Bryn Mawr fosters community sharing,
empowerment, and emotional strength, but
it also stresses academic excellence, individualism, analytic ability, mental toughness
and integrity. I saw that these qualities did
not work well together. My problem was that
I didn't feel my feminist concerns were valid
in hard core academia; they were considered
to be "touchy-feely," "mental masturbation,"
certainly not scholarly.
I see now that what I wanted was a patriarchal mind. I was confusing academic with
male. I have a feminist mind. I approach my
academics with female concerns. I'm idealistic, open and emotional. I'm not naturally
analytic and scholarly, and my papers aren't
structured perfectly. What I do have is passion, but it is not a substitute for scholarly excellence.
This was my problem last semester and I
have a feeling that it may be my problem for
years to come. There is a grave difference
between what I am and what I value. There is
a grave difference between feminist academics and patriarchal academics, a difference between vision and language, a difference in power. I define this split in terms of
two literary characters: Lily Briscoe(in To the
Lighthouse by Virginia Woolf) and Athena.
Lily Briscoe is the marginal, visionary
woman and Athena is the powerful malegoddess successful in a "man's world," despite her own femininity.
Last semester, the Lily Briscoe in me was
taking Glf bal Herstory and the Athena in me
was taking Modernism. Neither one of me
was happy with the other. I was dichotomized. Granted, this split was self-imposed
and self-conscious, but I must have been getting messages from this institution tilu^"

supported my feelings. I looked around me.
What was required from me in Global Herstory? A journal, personal essays on women;
everything was personal. It was all me. My
dilemma began when I began to think that
this class was not valid. I assassinated Lily
Briscoe and Athena took over.
Then I looked at Modernism. Lily couldn't
survive for five minutes in that class. Athena
immediately took over. After months of
agonizing, Athena wrote a paper on D.H.
Lawrence, which ignored "the woman issue"
altogether. It was my best paper of the
semester. What was I to think?
I think, the split between my feminism
and my academics has to do with language.
Last year Ursula LeGuin defined this split as
one between the father tongue and the
mother tongue. She said, 'The essential
gesture of the father tongue is not one of
reasoning, but distancing—making a gap, a
space between the subject or self and the object or other." The problem with academics
is that we are presented with the father
tongue as the voice of reason and we are told
to repress the mother tongue, the voice of intuition.
Well, I just aired my neurosis, yet another
feminine technique, and quite un-scholarly.
Why did I do it? Because I feel my spirit being
stifled and because I have a great respect for
education. I'm trying to set it straight There
is a middle road. Yes, we must master the
father tongue; but we cannot forget the
mother tongue. It is not just intuition. Intuition is a word often used to deny validity and
access to intelligent women and our visions.
We must find a place where Lily Briscoe and
Athena can co-exist and they can look in the
mirror and see a single self.

(Continued from page 1)
ment, sending it back to the Curriculum
Committee for revision rather than killing it
The text then focused on "1) cultural traditions that lie outside of the western heritage
or 2) issues of racial or ethnic difference."
After some thoughtful semantic
manipulation, the Committee arrived at the
present version of the Requirement, generally agreed to be the most comprehensive so
far.
Says Fussell, "It links the two parts of the
last version in a cohesive sense. We [the Curriculum Committee] did a lot of rethinking
and interviewed different departments who
would be potentially affected by the Requirement to see whether they would support it in
its present form."
A motion was made to cut the document
in half, leaving, "All students will take one
course that focuses on a non-western culture." They rejected the change, returning
the Requirement intact for the faculty vote.
Several faculty expressed their concern
that the Requirement was a political move to
combat problems of racism on campus.
They felt students should come right out and
deal with the problem among themselves,
rather than enacting a requirement
A statement by the SG A which was read to
the faculty says, "We ask [for the Requirement's acceptance] not on political grounds
nor are we asking you for a political gesture."
In a particularly heated moment, faculty
expressed anger over a sign drawn on the
black board at the front of the room inviting
them to a post-vote party at Perry House,
the Black Cultural Center.
Many felt openly threatened and
manipulated by its presence and turned to
Posner for an explanation. She responded
that the party was being given in a concerted
effort to improve student-faculty relations.

Aid policy explained
(Continued from page 1)
have gotten into Duke." A Bryn Mawr student Winston knew "transferred to Maryland
because of financial problems.
In most cases, of course, the student
resides with her mother, and the mother
earns less than the father. Considering the
father's income as well, therefore, gives the
Financial Aid Office a much larger figure for
the expected parents' contribution.
"My parents got divorced when I was six,"
said another student. "At the time, my
mother assumed we'd be going to the state
university, so to speed up the proceedings,
she agreed to put in the settlement that my
father didn't have to pay anything for college. We sent a notarized copy of the settlement to Financial Aid, and my mother sent a
letter explaining all this. But they basically
said, 'Well, we don't care.'"
Berenson explained, "The reasons for the
policy are that we feel financial aid ought tc
be based on the financial situation of the
parents, and the College should provide
financial aid only after" the parents' income
has been considered. "We think the initial
responsibility for paying rests with the partnes." Berenson said they make exceptions
"in maybe ten percent of the situations."
"We get a lot of appeals," said Berenson.
"There are certainly parents who aren't willing to pay the expected contribution. Some
are divorced; some aren't, but it tends to be
more prevalent in divorced situations.
"I can understand the problems [the
policy] can cause for some students," Berenson stated. "But there's not enough financial
aid to meet the needs of the students. There
have to be some tough choices about who
gets money. . . .We're going to make an
award after first considering what parents
can afford to contribute, regardless of willingness."
"The policy should be changed," Winston
said. "There are not that many students; they
could go on a case-by-case basis. It's not like
there are 2,000 freshmen. It's like a silent
minority. It's never heard about, but the impact of divorce on the rest of the student's
life is like a ripple effect; the divorce may
have been 15 years ago, but you feel it all
again when it's time for college."
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Lax team has fun in the sun
by Lizzy Schmidt
Co-captain of the Lacrosse Team
"Breaker, breaker. Come in, Road Mama."
"Come back, Terminator. 1300 miles to
I St Petersburg—only 21 hours."
'Ten-four, Road Mama, let's cruise."
Two packed vans rolled out from the
Schwartz Gym, and so began the Bryn Mawr
lacrosse team's yearly trek to Florida for
spring training and C.B. radio abuse.
St. Petersburg being prime beach front
location, one might easily conlude that lacrosse is a new, fast-growing water sport.
Contrary to this belief, lacrosse is one of the
oldest native American land sports, played
by tossing a ball between sticks with small
nets at the end.
Originally played as a way of settling
disputes between Indian tribes, with the
losers forfeiting their freedom and sometimes even their lives, lacrosse has become a
popular sport of private eastern schools.
Asked about the striking difference between
women's and men's lacrosse, a player replied, They are completely different games;
women's lacrosse is violence. . . with

grace.
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The fields of Eckerd College in St Petersburg were Bryn Mawr's first opportunity for
full field outside play which is vital in preparing for a competitive season. As one player
commented, "Scrimmaging in the gym can
only simulate realistic game situations to a
certain degree."
A rigorous pre season with new coach
Denise Liggit had prepared Bryn Mawr's
players to focus on team play as well as
developing their individual skills.
At camp, mornings focused on individual
improvement, with intensive coaching by
many former U.S. team players. This aspect
of camp has always been especially challenging for experienced players who get to
match sticks with women from highly competitive Division One colleges such as Temple. The afternoons allowed for a bit of suntanning as well as team strategy and scrimmages.
"Florida is a time when we gel as a team,"
said co-captain Lauren Suraci. Yes, there is
definitely something which bonds you to
people with whom you've driven for 42
hours in a cramped, hot van, done countless

by Stacey Li Collver
sprints and push-ups, and shared your Hawaiian Tropic number four.
This year's team has high expectations for
its season. The attack returns with five
starters from last year: sophomore Sushma
Patel, junior Lauren Suraci, and seniors
Janet Lewis, Vicki Witting and Lizzy
Schmidt. Junior Kari Nordhoy and sophomore Katie Glick are away for the semester,
but plan to return next year. Senior Maren
Klawiter, MVP AND ALL—American nominee from last year, leads the defense. Also
returning are juniors Melissa Shusterman,
Katherine Sherk, Jen Kraut, sophomore
Portia Chiou, and senior Ellen Ginsburg,
who was in Paris last year. The squad
welcomes freshmen Nadine Bustos, Tina
Hughs, Lisa King and Danielle Voogh, from
whom wonderful things are expected.
The season officially starts on Tuesday,
March 24 against Cedar Crest and lasts all
througout April, so come down to the
Schwartz fields and support Bryn Mawr,
especially since this is my last season!

Badminton ends season undefeated
by Robin Benson
The badminton team has had a stupendous season. They finished the season
undefeated in dual matches and in addition
individual team members had great showings in tournament play. Kanni Wignaraja
and Anjuli Bhattacharjee also finished the
season undefeated at first doubles. This accomplishment means more when you realize that Kanni seriously injured her ankle
during field hockey season and had to start
the season very slowly and spend a great
deal of time in rehabilitation instead of
practice.
In tournament play Wignaraja and Bhattacharjee ended up defeating their own teammates, Donna Carpenter and Ruchel Ramos,
in the finals of the PAIAW tournament The
team came in second in the tournament to

Drexel by a single point but came back to
beat their toughest competition in a dual
match.
In the William and Mary tournament Bryn
Mawr players ended up competing for
honors with teammates again. This time
Karen Lewis and Sunny Kim defeated Coach
Cindy Bell and Bhattacharjee in the consolation finals.
The most prestigious tournament that the
team competed in was the Mid-Atlantic tournament. Like the William and Mary tournament, competition is open to all players instead of being limited to college students
which increases the level of competition
considerably. At singles, Karen Lewis advanced to the Class A quarter finals and
Donna Carpenter was the Class C champion.
In dual meet action Karen Lewis played at
first singles and Sunny Kim at second

singles. Karen made a strong showing in her
rookie season. First singles is the most consistently difficult position since almost every
team has at least one strong and experienced player. Donna Carpenter and Hwaok
Kim played third singles.
Throughout the season the teams of
Donna Carpenter and Ruchel Ramos and An
Muthukrishna and Vanessa Chong competed at second doubles. Competition within
the team for the varsity positions resulted in
an increase in the skill level of all the team
members, but in spite of the competition the
team remained close-knit and supportive of
each other.
Coach Cindy Bell has had her second terrific season. This year the teams revenged
their few defeats last year and it looks like
the team is becoming a Philadelphia power
house.

Diving and swimming team finishes strong
by Jeanine M. Donohue
Yes, folks—it is true! The Bryn Mawr College Diving and Swimming Team defeated
the ominous Green Slime in the last and
hopefully final sequel to the too-long ongoing battle. At the Seven Sister's Tournament
at Mt. Holyoke while at the Tri-States Championships, the team put the Slime on the
defensive and then finally on retreat.
The Seven Sister's Tournament occurred
the same weekend as Hell Week so two battles were going on at the same time. While
both offensives were successful, the pool
scenes were the most gripping. Led by cocaptains Kim Cline '87 and Shannon Heath
'89, the team took fourth in the tournament
with great performances turned in by all. All
Tournament Awards were awarded to Shannon Health and to Meredith Miller '90. Good
performances were also turned in by newcomers to the team this year Rena Charny,
Kate Lowerre, Zana Bryant, Monica Florio,
Emily Moore and Kai Bell who Coach Wellington said "went out of her mind swimming."
While the Freshmen and coaches were
dealing with confinement, Andrea
Maderassy and Debi Hoff both turned in
good performances as did Kim Cline, Jinan
Marjan, Justine Jentes and JB Kim. These
upperclassmen plus others had to organize
and run Hell Week up at the tournament—from the lizards smelling up the
vans and the calistenics in the halls of the
hotel to contending with swimming well
each day, they did a great job of maintaining
sanity. The Dynamic Duo of Senior divers

Karen Herzberg and Mia Nicholson thrilled
all with their high flying acts—they at the
same time were keeping Coach Herb Seidell
on his toes with potato lectures and punishment.
The annual Tri-States Swimming and Diving Championships were held two weeks
later in Frostburg, MD. With a smaller group
and with illness and injury rampant among
the swimmers, the team turned in a good
performance. The team placed 11th out of
14 teams representing Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Washington, D.C. and
New Jersey. The first day of the tournament
saw Meredith Miller, Kim Cline, Shannon
Heath and Debra Lohnau take ninth in the
200 Medley Relay while Shannon Health
took 7th in the 500 free and Meredith took
7th on the 200 IM. That day also saw once
again the Dynamic Duo do their stuffKaren Herzberg took 7th in the one meter
diving event and Mia Nicholson took 15th.
The second day the 200 free relay took
8th—Debra Lohnau, Shannon Health, Kim
Cline and Meredith Miller took the honors.
Shannon Health went onto take 7th in the
200 free while Meredith took 9th in the 100
Breast. The 4O0 Medley Relay placed 10th
with the wild women Kai Bell, Meredith
Miller, Shannon Heath and Debra Lohnau.
Saturday night greeted us with the diving
championships and all Bryn Mawr students
should be very proud of diver Karen Herzberg—she took third place in the tournament for the three meter diving! Her dives
were beautifully executed and all were awed

Gymnasts Triumph

by her performance! Her finesse will be sorely missed next year by all.
Sunday brought the team back to the
Frostburg pool. Fatigue and injury were evident but Coach Wallington said "it was great
to see people giving 100% despite the problems." The fatigue was due to the size (over
three hundred men and women swimmers)
and duration of the meet (7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
each day).
Kai Bell swam well once again and took
first alternate in the 200 back while Meredith
took 11th in the 200 Breast Shannon took
4th in the 200 fly which was the highest place
BMC swimmers took.
The 400 Free Relay team took 12th and
these lucky four swimmers who had stayed
for the finals enjoyed an eight-hour drive
home in near-blizzard conditions—a drive
that usually takes four hours.
The meet as a whole "was good but not
outstanding with a lot of factors to explain
why it was not outstanding but some factors
are still not explained." Wallington said that
Anne McKay Farrel (who also wrote a paper
on Hume while at the meet—always
academics first here at BMCI) and JB Kim
had a good meet and were on target She
also added that Meredith Miller and Shannon Heath had outstanding times.
Finally, a tribute must be made to Kim
Cline, the only four year participant on the
team this year. She is the last Bryn Mawr
swimmer to have that distinction. Her
leadership, friendship, great swimming and
sense of humor will be missed.

An outstanding performance at the 1987
National Collegiate Gymnastic Championships, and Coach Lisa Boyle's honor as the
Coach of the Year were exciting finishes to
varsity gymnastics competition at Bryn
Mawr.
In Friday night's team competition and individual preliminaries, Gustavos Adolphus
won the meet with 135.9 points. Ithaca
College, at 135.3 points, was the runner-up,
followed by University of WisconsinLaCrosse with 132.75. Bryn Mawr/Haverford, as the host team, came in eighth place
with 123.5, and junior captain Alex Hirsh
qualified for final competition with her 8.25
score on the balance beam.
The bi-college gymnasts did well both individually and as a whole. In the all-around
competition, freshman Michelle McCauley
earned twenty-first place with her score of
31.5, the highest all-around score that Bryn
Mawr has ever recorded. Right behind her, in
twenty-second place, Hirsh scored a personal best of 31.45. Senior Lori Hess tied
with teammate senior Heidi Kasevich to capture twenty-eighth place, at 29.55. Sophomore Joy Cardell recorded a personal best
of 29.8, coming in twenty-ninth. Had the top
five scores on each event been counted (instead of the top four used in Nationals) the
team score of 151.4 would have been the
highest team score in BMC history.
On Saturday, the top twelve finalists in
each event vied for the individual championships. Alex Hirsh topped her Friday night
performance, scoring 8.55 on beam. Her
combined score of 16.8 earned her sixth
place, and Ail-American honors.
Another Ail-American was Heidi Kasevich, who was nominated for the Most Outstanding Semior award and earned AilAmerican Academic honors. The award is
based on academic and leadership qualities,
as well as athletic skill. "It is a neat idea,"
coach Lisa Boyle commented, "because it
highlights the senior and combines academics and athletics, which is important
since in Division III schools the emphasis is
not on athletics."
Not only were the gymnasts showing well,
but coach Boyle was selected as the Coach
of the Year. "It was very exciting and very unexpected," she said. In addition to coaching,
Boyle worked for over a year organizing Nationals, resulting in a very well-run and efficient meet.
Boyle was very enthusiastic about her
team's performance throughout the season
and at Nationals. The team ended up with an
8-6 record. "Every meet was better than the
one before," she said, "and having Nationals
at home was an exciting ending to a good
and long season."
Unfortunately, the 1987 Nationals did
mark the end of varsity gymnastics competition at Bryn Mawr. When the program was in
danger four years ago, due to the small
number of participants, the Bryn Mawr team
went bi-college, and has consisted of
athletes from both Bryn Mawr and Haverford
ever since. Next year, because of budget cuts
and the small number of athletes involved—only seven gymnasts—the Physical Education Department and higher administration has decided to discontinue the
program.
Joy Cordell reflected back to the beginning of the season, when coach Boyle made
the announcement "We were all really sad
this is happening. I think that it tightened our
relationship as a team—we were really a
team. It will be a loss of a family structure
and support system."
Bryn Mawr will keep the equipment and
use it for gymnastics classes for next year,
and if there are enough participants in the
future, there is a chance that the varsity program will be reinstated in the 1988-89
season. "All we can do is hope for the best"
Boyle said.

